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1

1.1

Introduction

Overview and Purpose
Version 2.0 of the customer provisioning API was developed by @Home to enable Multiple
System Operators (MSOs) to provide their own Tier 1 customer support, using their own inhouse provisioning applications to send information to @Home via a hardware and database
platform-independent interface.
This interface transports deÞned transactions in real-time using the Berkeley sockets (BSD)
<<or should we just say TCP/IP?>> communication interface. Each transaction represents a
basic component needed to completely provision a customer for @Home Network service.

1.1.1

Audience

This interface speciÞcation is for MSO IT departments who are building their own provisioning
applications with an API 2.0 client and/or server for the @Home subscriber network. It
assumes that readers are familiar with
¥ Network communication
¥ Client/server technology
¥ TCP/IP socket programming

1.1.2

API 2.0 Features

API 2.0 offers the following improvements over the previous release of 1.0:
¥ Hardware independent
¥ RDBMS independent (previously, Oracle was required)
¥ Real-time network provisioning
¥ Minimized network data trafÞc (only required data is sent)

1.2

API Components and Platforms
The main deliverable for MSOs wishing to use Customer Provisioning API 2.0 is this document, which describes the rules that MSOs should follow when building their own provisioning
applications.
To aid in the development process, @Home also provides the communication protocol (sample socket code and libraries). The MSOs can choose to use the source code and the libraries
provided by @Home, or can choose to write their own, using the source code as an example.
The API libraries contain low-level BSD socket code to handle network connects and data
packet read/write operations over a TCP/IP network. In addition to providing the libraries,
@Home also provides the source code for these libraries for MSOs who wish to compile the
libraries for a UNIX platform.
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In This Document

The source code is designed to work on most UNIX platforms as is. The libraries are delivered
for SunOS Release 5.5.1 platforms only.

1.3

In This Document
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

¥

1.4

Chapter 1: Introduction on page 1 provides an executive summary of the purpose and
scope of this document.
Chapter 2: The Provisioning Process on page 5 introduces the @Home-speciÞc use of
network terms, data relationships, and staging.
Chapter 3: System Architecture on page 11 describes the communication interface and client-server implementation.
Chapter 5: Using the API Components on page 19 lists the API functions, message format
requirements, linking and compiling, and error handling.
Chapter 6: Performing Transaction Operations on page 27 describes each operationÕs
effect on the BOS database and key Þeld mappings.
Chapter 4: Using the API Interface to Perform Provisioning Tasks on page 15 describes
the logical use of each individual transaction to successfully complete common provisioning tasks.
The Attachments provide supplemental information:
a. Attachment A: Service Provisioning API Field Descriptions on page 39 contains
b. Attachment B: Valid Values on page 69 describes the acceptable valid values for input
Þelds requiring them.
c. Attachment C: Effects of Actions on BOS Database and Provisioning on page 75
describes the internal effects of each Action/Type combination (e.g., Delete Subscriber) on the BOS database, and whether each action results in a provisioning
change.
d. Attachment D: Sample Code on page 77 contains sample code for the client and
server processes. MSOs must modify this code when building their own provisioning
interfaces.
e. Attachment E: List 0f Source and Sample Code Files on page 81 lists the Þles containing the libraries, source code, and sample code Þles.
f. Attachment F: Pre-Provision Reserve Value File Formats on page 85 lists values and
formats the MSO provides when reserving IP addresses and login names for customers who could potentially switch to @Home at some future point.
g. Attachment G: Node Combine Plan File Format on page 87 contains formats for
MSOs to submit data for their network topology during initial MSO setup with @Home.
h. Attachment H: Error Messages on page 89 lists the error messages, along with the
transaction types for which they occur.

Terms and Acronyms
This list describes general business terms and acronyms used in this document.
For speciÞc terms used in @Home network provisioning, see ÒData TypesÓ on page 5.
API
Application Program Interface.
BOS
Back OfÞce System, an @Home application containing the underlying database engine
for provisioning on the @Home network. The API interfaces described in this document all
interact with BOSÕ database environment.
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Contacts

BSD
Berkeley Software Distribution<<, released by Berkeley Systems Design. ? Version 4.3>>
CSR
Customer Service Representative. MSO staff providing Tier 1 customer support to the
MSO customers.
MSO
Multiple System Operator. The local cable company that owns the cable network in a speciÞc geographical area, and wishes to offer its customers the opportunity to subscribe to
@Home network services through the cable network. MSOs are business partners with
@Home.
Provisioning
Setting up a subscriberÕs network account. Propagation downstream to network provisioning is distinct from creating customer records in the BOS database.
Subscriber
MSO customers who have @Home network accounts.
TSR
Technical Service Representative. @Home staff providing Tier 2 support to the MSOs (not
directly to the network subscribers).
User
In this document, a user refers to the MSO developer(s) building a provisioning application
using @HomeÕs API interface. Where a user refers to an MSO CSR, the term ÒMSO CSRÓ
will be speciÞed. To avoid confusion, ÒMSO-deÞned functionÓ or Ò@Home-deÞned functionÓ replaces Òuser-deÞned functionÓ where that term implies an application function
deÞned by the developers using the API interface.
WAN
Wide Area Network

1.5

Contacts
For more information regarding the Customer Provisioning API, contact these individuals from
@Home.
Name

Function

Phone

Email

John Birkenstamm

IT Manager

650-569-5472

jb@corp.home.net

Pari Muthusamy

IT Developer

650-569-5389

parim@corp.home.net

Nick Hippolyte

IT Director

650-569-5419

nick@corp.home.net

1.6

Revision History
<<A subset of these will be for customer, the rest will be internal only; will be merged when
Þnal goes out.>>

Issue
4a

Date
5/1/98

Changes Since Last Issue
Port from Word to Frame
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1 Introduction

Issue
4b

Revision History

Date
5/8/98

4c

4d

Changes Since Last Issue
Added:
¥ MultiiP notiÞcation
¥ Terms/Acronyms
¥ Contact Info
¥ Provisioning Tasks chapter
Expanded discussions on library content and use.
Numerous changes, corrections (change bars). Details:
¥ Eliminated Tables Updated and Status Change columns from table in
Attachment C.
¥ Contact information
¥ Started adding Þeld descriptions from Excel spreadsheet to Attachment
A.
¥ Added new Attachments E, F, G for some setup Þle formats
¥ Expanded information on API components, library/Þle contents.
¥ Expanded Multiuser and Multiip
¥ Added Information provided during MSO setup
¥ ClariÞed application design assumptions, requirements for using API 2.0
¥ Description of server-child forking process
¥ Provisioning Tasks chapter moved up
¥ MDU provisioning
¥ Node change
¥ Update vs. Change Login
¥ Pre-provisioning
¥ Reserve Login/IP (placeholder, no info yet)
¥ Subscriber move
¥ Suspend subscriber by Update Modem
¥ Login Aging
¥ Additional message format information (string length calculation, newline)
¥ Timeout handling

5/20/98

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Complete Þeld descriptions and error messages added.
Node combine plan Þle formats.
Explicit section on calculating transaction length.
Account suspension made internal-only; only in Scopus (GUI; separate
project), not API covered in this document
Additional details on functions
Listing of Þles provided
Examples for linking and compiling
Various corrections from jb, Pari
Input from Carli on documenting functions and code
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2.1

The Provisioning Process

Overview
This chapter discusses the data entities (called ÒTypesÓ) and actions involved in provisioning,
the relationships between the data entities, and how the provisioning process is affected by
each operation.

2.2

Data Model
2.2.1

Data Types

The following terms refer to BOS data entities affected by provisioning activity, as illustrated in
Figure 2.1:
Subscriber
The customer who establishes network services with @Home through their local cable
company (MSO). The subscriber is the billable entity, so ÒsubscriberÓ is equivalent to Òbillable accountÓ.
Site
Geographical location for @Home network service. Network delivery point. Currently a private residential dwelling type, either a house or an apartment.
Modem
The cable data modem through which the subscriber accesses @Home services. This
modem must be explicitly modeled in the database to support network provisioning.
Computer
The subscriberÕs personal computer.
Login
This represents two functions. First, it is a separate email address using the standard
Internet format of <login name>@<domain>. Second, it is the mechanism through which
the subscriber accesses @Home (login name and password). A ÒparentÓ login has change
privileges for the network account. A ÒchildÓ login has network access, but no ability to
make changes to the network account.

2.2.2

Database Actions

To create a transaction to send to @Home, combine an Action with a Type. The combination of
Action and Type determines the type of transaction to be performed. The following Actions
apply to the Types listed:
¥ Create - all types
¥ Update - all types
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¥
¥
¥
¥

Data Model

Delete - all types
Convert - Modem and Computer only
Change - Login only
Recreate - Login only

For example, to completely provision a subscriber you would send a Create Subscriber transaction followed by transactions for Create Site, Create Modem, Create Computer, and Create
Login.
Figure 2.1

Data Types to Provision Subscriber Network Access

Login
login name: zeo
password: *****
email: zeo@home.net

Computer
Modem

Subscriber
Site

2.2.3

Subscriber-Initiated Changes

There are only a few changes that the subscriber can make directly from the browser, which
are network-account changes, not subscription or billing changes. Changes the subscriber
can make without going through an MSO CSR are:
¥ Change network password
¥ <<Add child login
jb, why is this deleted? I commented it out everywhere since it appears in a few places like
login Þeld in Table A.7 on page 64>>
¥ Add computer <<now in beta>>
For all other account changes, including a dwelling change or account cancel, must be done
through an MSO CSR via telephone request.
There are separate data ßows for MSO CSR-initiated and for subscriber-initiated provisioning
changes, as described in ÒClient-Server ProcessingÓ on page 11.

2.2.4

Subscriber Entity Relationships

The data relationship rules for these entities are as follows:
¥ One subscriber has one site. Future: one subscriber can have multiple sites.
¥ Each site can have multiple computers.
¥ Each site has one modem. Future: each site can have multiple modems. In actuality the
computer connects to the modem, which connects to the network. However, in the database, each modem record is linked directly to a site record.
¥ One subscriber may have multiple logins (email addresses), independently of how many
computers and/or modems s/he has. Each login, whether parent or child, is related to the
subscriber record.
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Provisioning Process

¥

There is a built-in limit on the number of parent logins or computers that a subscriber can
have. The MSO provides this information to @Home as part of the MSO setup process
described in ÒInformation Provided During Initial MSO SetupÓ on page 27. <<Rat hasnÕt
provided yet>>
Logins are really tied to the site (internally). However, from MSO perspective it appears that
they are tied to subscriber, and the MSO provides the subscriber key, not the site key, when
creating logins.
Figure 2.2

Subscriber Entity Diagram

subscriber_key

Parent login

Subscriber
Child login
subscriber_key
site_key
Site

Modem

site_key
Computer

2.3

Provisioning Process
2.3.1

Entities Actively Involved in Provisioning

These terms refer to entities involved in the provisioning transaction:
@Home Network
Mechanism through which @Home provides content and Internet access to the subscriber.
MSO
The local cable company who owns the subscribers. These are @Home business partners. Some MSOs do their own billing for @Home network services, others do not.
CSR
Customer Service Representative at the MSO site, performing Tier 1 customer support
(such as account creation, changes, or answering billing questions).
TSR
Technical Support Representative at @Home site, who supports the MSO CSRs.
BOS Database
Back OfÞce System at @Home site which stores subscriber data for each MSO. Currently
each MSO has its own BOS database. There are a few common tables shared amongst
all MSOs for entities that must be unique across the @Home subscriber network.
RDC
Regional Data Centers are the actual point of network access for the subscribers. Downstream propagation to provisioning completes when the subscriber account information is
implemented at the RDC.
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2.3.2

Provisioning Process

Network Topology Terms Used in the Database

These terms describe hardware and network topology (node plan) as it is modeled in the BOS
database. Each MSOÕs own terms for these items may vary:
Head End
Top level cable switching point for a particular area within an MSOÕs territory.
OE Node
Optical Electrical Nodes are the next level after head end. Each head end can have multiple OE nodes. Each OE node can belong to only one head end.
Coax Segment
Segment connecting an OE node to one or more dwellings (network service delivery
points).
Data Segment, Frequency Segment
These terms only apply to some MSOs.
Each MSO must provide explicit information on its network topology to @Home as part of the
setup process, prior to provisioning subscribers. Data passed in provisioning requests is validated against this information. This information must be unique within an MSO, but not across
MSOs. See ÒInformation Provided During Initial MSO SetupÓ on page 27.

2.3.3

Staging

When an MSO sends a provisioning transaction to @Home, the action Þrst results in a database operation. After the database is updated, the transaction is ÒstagedÓ for provisioning,
meaning it is queued for release to the network, where it results in changes to a subscriberÕs
network account.
It is important to distinguish between those transactions which merely update the BOS database, and those which result in a downstream propagation to provisioning via the staging
mechanism.
When a subscriber wishes to establish an account with @Home:
1. The subscriber calls the MSO Customer Service Center to set up an account.
2. A CSR at the MSO enters customer data into the MSOÕs API 2.0 client.
3. The MSOÕs API 2.0 client transmits data needed for network provisioning to the @Home
API 2.0 server.
4. Upon successful insertion into the @Home BOS database for this MSO these events happen more or less simultaneously:
a. MSO application receives conÞrmation response.
b. Subscriber provisioning data is ÒstagedÓ and sent out to @HomeÕs network.
5. The subscriberÕs network account is provisioned at an RDC assigned according to the
subscriberÕs geographical location.
6. The subscriber receives special equipment and software from @Home (a cable data
modem and a customized Internet browser).
Total time from sending provisioning transaction to completion of network provisioning
is generally between 45 seconds and 2 minutes.
<<jb: ThereÕs a bit later on where the delay for a Delete Subscriber can t ake up to 15
minutes because thatÕs how often the cleanup process runs, described in ÒCancel
Subscriber AccountÓ on page 15. And itÕs actually 15 minutes plus the normal staging
time of a minute or so>>
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Provisioning Process

Under certain circumstances, the MSO might want to enter subscriber information into the
BOS database, but refrain from actually provisioning them on the @Home network. API 2.0
supports these Òpre-provisioningÓ operations.
For example, the MSO might have existing Internet customers, and wants to offer these customers the option of switching to @Home. In this case, the customer data can be sent to the
BOS database without being provisioned on @HomeÕs network. At the time that the customer
decides to switch to @Home, the MSO sends a separate transaction to activate that customerÕs @Home network account.
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3

3.1

System Architecture

Communication Interface
The API 2.0 communication interface uses a client-server model, where the client process on
one end connects to the server process to transmit a transaction. Because some transactions
are initiated from the MSO and some are initiated from @Home, each side will have both a client AND a server process running.
The server process listens on a selected port, waiting for a client to connect. Once connected,
the server accepts the transaction, processes the data, and returns a response code. If the
transaction fails, the server also returns error information.
Communication is via TCP/IP using the Berkeley sockets communication interface.

3.1.1

Application Design Assumptions

There is no particular application design mandated. For the purposes of the following diagrams, it is assumed that the MSOÕs API 2.0 client process that handles the interaction with
@Home is only one portion of the MSO provisioning application. However, there are no
requirements for the MSO to implement its own client and server processes as either independent or child processes, of the provisioning application itself.

3.1.2

Servers and Ports

Each MSO uses a list of ports previously assigned by @Home for all its client/server transactions. If you use the libraries and/or source code provided by @Home, the processes obtain
the port information at runtime from a local environment variable:
SERVER_LIST=<server_name>:<port_address>
For example, to set this environment variable to port number 80 on a host called ÒgoofyÓ from
the command line, you would type something like this:
% setenv SERVER_LIST goofy:80
If needed, @Home can provide a list of multiple server/port options. If a connection is refused
on one port, the client process can try each one in sequence.
Generally, this information is stored in a shell script that is executed whenever a client process
is started.

3.2

Client-Server Processing
3.2.1

MSO Client, @Home Server

The majority of transaction types and actions occur through this path. These transactions are
initiated by a CSR at the MSO site in response to a telephone request from a subscriber. The
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Client-Server Processing

MSOÕs provisioning application will use the MSO client process to transmit MSO CSR-entered
data to @HomeÕs server process.
Figure 3.1 shows the process sequence for a server process on the @Home side.
Each time the MSO client process sends a connect request, the @Home server process forks
a child process. The child process takes over the connection with the MSO client, and establishes a BOS database connection. Each time the client sends a transaction, the @Home child
process handles the data processing request and returns a response.
The @Home child process disconnects from the BOS database and dies if either of the following occurs:
¥ The MSO client disconnects
¥ The MSO client does not send any more transactions for a speciÞed timeout period of 600
seconds
In the case of a timeout, the @Home child process will not send an alert message before stopping. The MSO client process must keep track of the elapsed time since its last transmission
to the @Home child process. If the timeout period is exceeded, the MSO client process must
reconnect prior to sending any more transactions.
Each time the @Home server process receives a connect request, it spawns a child process
which communicates to the BOS database using Oracle functions. These functions return success or failure depending on whether the data was successfully inserted into the database or
not. The child process passes this information back to the MSO client.
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Client-Server Processing

Figure 3.1

MSO Client Transaction Flow

1

MSO
client process

Client sends connect
request to @Home
server process

2

3

@Home

Server listens on
speciÞed port. When
it receives a connect
request, it forks a
child process.

P
O
R
T

Child returns socket socket
number to client. Client uses this socket
1
number until disconnecting from child.

server process

child process

WAN

MSO Internal
Database
4

Client sends a transaction to child process on speciÞed
socket

5

loop

6

Child updates BOS
database and returns
response information to MSO client

Client takes appropriate
action based on response
information (for success,
update MSO internal DB)

BOS Database
7

3.2.2

Client disconnects only
when there are no more
transactions

Multithreaded Communication

A client process can potentially have more than one connection. Multithreaded clients can use
multiple connections. The diagrams in this document show one client on one side, and one
server process on the other. In practice, the @Home server forks a child for each client connection, but that is transparent to the MSO client process.
A client process can be multithreaded in two ways:
¥ A multithreaded client process that establishes many connections to one server. The
server process forks a child process for each connection. Each child uses a different
socket.
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Client-Server Processing

¥

Many client instances that all connect to the same server process. The server process will
fork a child process for each connection.
In neither case are multiple ports required. The only reason to have multiple server/port
options available is for rollover reasons, if a connection on one port is refused. Consult with
@Home for more information.

3.2.3

MSO Server, @Home Client

Subscriber-initiated transactions that are transmitted directly to @Home Þrst are relayed to the
MSO by a client process on the @Home side. The @HomeÕs Member Services application
provided to the subscribers includes built-in communication with @HomeÕs provisioning processes.
Figure 3.2

MSO Server Transaction Flow

1

Subscriber sends provisioning request
directly to BOS database via @HomeÕs
Member Services
application

MSO

@Home
2

MSO Internal
Database

WAN

@Home processes
request, updates BOS
database for this MSO
and/or initiates network
account update

3

DB transaction sends
alert to @Home client
process.

4

Client detects changes

5

Client sends each new
transaction to MSO
server process, singly

server process

BOS Database

client process

6

MSO server sends
response indicating that
transaction was successfully processed

7

Client sends next
transaction, until all
transactions successfully processed

loop

<<Shyla has a new Þg>> The MSO must conÞrm each transaction as successful, or the
@Home server process will try to send it again.
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4

4.1

Using the API Interface to
Perform Provisioning Tasks

Overview
To provision a new subscriber (MSO customer) with a fully usable network account on the
@Home network, the MSO must submit several distinct transactions in order. This section
describes how to handle common provisioning tasks. See ÒTransaction RequirementsÓ on
page 22 and ÒRequired Inputs and OutputsÓ on page 30 for details on the types of transactions
available, and what each one does.

4.2

Subscriber and Site Provisioning
4.2.1

Steps to Provision a New Subscriber

To provision a new subscriber, the MSO must submit the following transactions, in the order
speciÞed:
1. Create Subscriber
2. Create Site, using subscriber_key from Create Subscriber above.
3. Create Login, Create Computer, and Create Modem, in that order. Create Login requires
the subscriber_key returned from Create Subscriber. Create Computer and Create
Modem require the site_key returned from Create Site.
This results in immediate network provisioning.

4.2.2

Cancel Subscriber Account

A cancel account (Delete Subscriber) results in all dependent entries in the BOS database
being marked for deletion. A cleanup process runs every 15 minutes to send the account cancellations out to the @Home network. Allow for this time, together with the minute or so
needed for a transaction to go through staging and propagation to provisioning.
To cancel a subscriber account, submit the following transactions, in order;
1. Delete Login for all child logins, including optionally:
- email_forward if subscriber wants email forwarded. In order to activate the email forwarding feature, you must supply this value at the time you send the Delete Login
transaction.
- email_forward_disc_date is the date until which the subscriberÕs email should be forwarded. This is how you control the amount of time this login is kept in the initial login
reserve pool. During this stage, the login can be Recreated. Allow an additional 30
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2.
3.
4.
5.

Subscriber and Site Provisioning

days after this date for the login to stay in @HomeÕs reserve pool. See ÒLogin AgingÓ
on page 18 for more information.
Delete Login for all parent logins, including email_forward and email_forward_disc_date if
desired. You must delete the child logins Þrst.
Delete Modem and Computer for all modems and computers.
Delete Site
Delete Subscriber. Technically, a Delete Subscriber should delete all associated logins,
computers, modems, and the site as well, but it is recommended that MSOs do it in this
order just to ensure that everything occurs properly.

4.2.3

Multiple Dwelling Unit (MDU) Provisioning (Future)

Provisioning subscribers in a multiple dwelling unit (such as an apartment building) has a few
differences from provisioning single dwelling unit subscribers. The Þelds manufacturer and
modem, that are normally required for Create Modem, are now required on Create Site
instead. <<Is the assumption that all the dwelling units will share a modem?>>

4.2.4

Pre-Provision Customers for Later Conversion

In some cases, an MSO might want to offer its customers the opportunity to switch to or sign
up with @Home, but allow the customers to determine if and when this occurs.
The MSO can still submit all the customer data to @HomeÕs BOS database ahead of time, and
then later send transactions to propagate that data to be provisioned on @HomeÕs network.
1. When the MSO Þrst initiates its business partnership with @Home, it can provide a list of
reserved logins and IP addresses as described in ÒSetup Information Provided by MSO to
@HomeÓ on page 27.
2. Prior to network provisioning:
a. Submit Create Subscriber and Create Site transactions as usual.
b. Submit Create Computer and Create Modem with a net_class of ÒV2Ó
(use ÒunknownÓ for computer data such as CPU, RAM, hard disk size)
3. To provision on network:
a. Submit Convert Computer and Convert Modem transactions, using keys returned
from the earlier Create transactions. You can also update computer data if it is known.
b. Submit Create Login transaction(s) as requested by subscriber.

4.2.5

Reserving Logins and IP Addresses

<<might be a separate section to make it more Þndable>>

4.2.6

If a Subscriber Moves to a Different Location

Regardless of how far the subscriber moves within the MSOÕs network topology, follow these
procedures:
1. Delete Login for all child logins, including email_forward if desired.
2. Delete Login for all parent logins, including email_forward if desired.
3. Delete Modem and Computer for all modems and computers.
4. Delete Site
5. Delete Subscriber. Technically, a Delete Subscriber should delete all associated logins,
computers, modems, and the site as well, but it is recommended that MSOs do it in this
order just to ensure that everything occurs properly.
6. Create Subscriber, Site, Computer, and Modem. On the Create Computer transaction (s),
supply the old computerÕs cpe_dns_name as an input Þeld. (This Þeld is normally an output.)
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Login Provisioning

7. Recreate Login for all logins.
The entire subscriber instance and all dependent instances must be deleted and recreated,
regardless of how far the subscriber moves.

4.2.7

Change SubscriberÕs Network Node

Sometimes an MSO might want to change the network node associated with a subscriber,
even if the subscriber remains in the same location. Follow the same procedures as for when
a subscriber moves. This may also require manual node changes in the network.

4.2.8

Suspend Subscriber Account (Internal Only)

At times the MSO might want to temporarily suspend a subscriberÕs access to the network, as
for non-payment of charges. To suspend a subscriberÕs access to @Home, the MSO should
send an Update Modem transaction and change the modemÕs information to a dummy
modem.
This disables the subscriberÕs network access from this modem only. The subscriber could still
access his/her own @Home network account, email, etc., from another subscriberÕs computer.
Future releases will support the temporary disabling of logins.
<<Apparently this feature is only available through Scopus (a provisioning GUI developed by
@Home, not described in this book). MSOs using API 2.0 might not be using Scopus. Therefore, this feature is on hold until a Suspend/Reinstate process is ready.>>

4.2.9

Subscriber Signs Up, then Cancels Immediately

If a subscriber has set up an account over the telephone with an MSO CSR, the CSR has
already submitted all the provisioning information, and then the subscriber cancels or changes
his mind, the information is already committed in the BOS database. Sending a Delete Subscriber transaction will cancel everything. To ensure that everything is deleted properly, however, it is recommended that you delete each dependent entry and then delete the subscriber.

4.3

Login Provisioning
In addition to the standard Create, Update, and Delete actions, logins can also have Recreate
and Change. Not all of these operations result in network provisioning changes.
¥ Use Create to set up a new login, either a parent or a child.
¥ Use Update to change subscriberÕs network password for that login. Any Update Login
transaction that does not include a password change will not affect network provisioning.
¥ Use Delete to cancel a subscriberÕs login and forward the email to an account provided by
the subscriber. You must provide an email forwarding address at the time of deletion, or
not at all.
¥ Use Recreate to re-provision that login back to the original subscriber, within the Þrst forwarding period.
¥ Use Change to make other provisioning changes to the subscriberÕs login.
Delete Login and Change Login will delete the subscriberÕs Web space.

4.3.1

Creating Parent and Child Logins

To create a parent login, supply the subscriber_key, login, password, password type, and Þrst/
last name to associate with the login. To create a child login, supply also the Þeld
additional_login with a value of ÒYÓ.
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Login Provisioning

Subscribers can initiate creation or deletion of a child login. This transaction goes to @Home
Þrst. A child process on the @Home side sends a Create Multiuser or Delete Multiuser transaction to a server process that the MSO should have running.

4.3.2

Update vs. Change Login

¥

Update Login changes a subscriberÕs password but does not change the login name. For
example, a subscriber with the email address Òme@home.netÓ could log in as ÒmeÓ with
the password Òfoobar8Ó. After this transaction, the subscriber would still log in as ÒmeÓ but
would have a different password (for example, Òfoobar9Ó).
¥ Change Login changes a subscriberÕs login name, for example changing me@home.net
to we@home.net. This causes an internal delete/create operation, including deleting the
subscriberÕs Web space.
Normally, when a Delete Login transaction is propagated downstream to provisioning,
the network account is deleted along with that subscriberÕs Web space. A Change Login
actually causes an internal cease and reprovide (login delete and create in the database, with
accompanying provisioning changes to the network account).
The MSO will get a new login_key as an output value from @Home for a Change Login. The
purpose of this action is to allow subscribers to alter their network access account(s) without
losing their Web space.

4.3.3

Login Aging

Logins are ÒagedÓ in two stages. When a subscriber cancels an account, that subscriberÕs
login is put into a reserved state, so that it is not reused immediately. The email is forwarded
for a period of time determined by the MSO. The default is 30 days; to set a different forwarding period, send a Delete Login transaction and include the following optional Þelds:
¥ email _forward (email forwarding address)
¥ email_forward_disc_date (date to stop the email forwarding)
After the forwarding period expires, the login is held in reserve for an additional 30-day period
before the name becomes available for re-provisioning to a new subscriber.
During the initial forwarding period, you can use a Recreate Login to restore this login to the
original subscriber. If the subscriber wants the login back after the forwarding period expires,
but before the second reserve period is over, s/he must wait until that period has ended.
Some common situations:
¥ MSO CSR user accidentally deletes a login.
If within the initial forwarding period, use a Recreate with the same subscriber_key.
¥ The subscriber wants to change login name.
Submit a Change Login with email_forward, and capture new login_key.
¥ The subscriber changes login name more than once within the initial forwarding period.
Use Change Login. (The email will get forwarded to each successive account, but will
eventually reach the subscriber.)
¥ The subscriber cancels the account, the MSO CSR deletes that subscriberÕs login, and
then the subscriber wants to get email forwarded after the delete already is in force.
This is currently not supported.
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5

5.1

Using the API Components

Software Components Installed
For MSOs wishing to use @HomeÕs customer provisioning API, @Home provides the following items electronically:
¥ Sample code shown in Attachment D for the client and server processes. MSOs can use
or modify this code as desired.
¥ Library code, if the MSO is developing on a Sun platform.
¥ Source code for low-level socket interface.
¥ <<jb: ÒPort #, IP addressÓ Did you mean they get a Þle (software components) with this listing or what? else itÕs under ÒSetup Information Provided by @Home to MSOÓ on
page 28>>
MSOs are not required to use any of @HomeÕs source code. The only requirement is that they
provide the data in the format described in ÒTransaction String Data FormatÓ on page 23.
For a list of Þles provided and examples on linking and compiling, see Attachment E.

5.2

Client-Server Function Overview
The function calls shown in Figure 5.1 apply to all client-server processing, regardless of the
end (MSO or @Home) on which each process is running. For the purpose of simplicity, the Þgure assumes that the MSO has implemented its processes using the same architecture as
@Home, but that is not required.
The following section describes each of the client and server functions in greater detail.
Figure 5.1 shows a typical client-server connection, using @HomeÕs library code.
¥ Functions in bold such as serverListen() are functions provided in @HomeÕs source
code, which the MSO can optionally use.
¥ Functions in regular weight such as socket() are standard BSD code.
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Figure 5.1

Client Functions

Client-Server Connection
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loop
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write()
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8
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clientDisconnect()

12

Sends reply using
Send Response()
write()

9

Only need to disconnect if client process is stopping, not
after every transaction

<<see alternate Þg>>

5.3

Client Functions
These functions are in socketClient.c. Refer to Attachment E for a listing of source and library
Þles provided by @Home for optional use.

clientConnect()
When the client launches, this function can be used to randomly select a port from the servers
list speciÞed in the SERVER_LIST environment variable, and makes a connection to the
@Home server process. If the connection fails, it tries another randomly selected
<server_name>:<port_address> connection from SERVER_LIST.
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Server Functions

This function returns the value sockfd (socket Þle descriptor). A client can potentially have
more than one connection, each with a separate socket. Thus @HomeÕs Customer Provisioning API 2.0 supports multithreaded clients with multiple connections.
By default, reading a request will time out after 10 minutes, but this default can be changed by
setting the environment variable TIMEOUT_READ_RESPONSE to the desired delay in seconds. This function fails only if all the servers are down, and provides load balancing as well
as fail-over recovery.

sendRequest()
This function transmits a string provided by an MSO-deÞned function. The transaction length
must be known and passed to this function using a 4-byte character string in the header of the
message as described in ÒTransaction String Data FormatÓ on page 23. The function writes
the transaction one packet at a time until the entire transaction is transmitted. It also detects if
the server connection is lost, and tries to reconnect using the server list.

clientDisconnect()
This function frees up the speciÞed socket connection, taking the sockfd parameter returned
from an earlier call to clientConnect(). This is only needed if the client process needs to stop
(as in cases of maintenance, where the machine it runs on is temporarily shut down). The
@Home server process has a timeout of 600 seconds, and will automatically disconnect if the
client does not send any provisioning requests for that length of time.

5.4

Server Functions
These functions are in socketServer.c. Refer to Attachment E for a listing of source and
library Þles provided by @Home for optional use.

serverListen()
This function listens for connect requests on a speciÞed port. Upon receiving a request for
connection from a client, it forks a child process to handle the data exchange. The child takes
over, calls a user-provided function, and gets a Þle description for a socket on the speciÞed
port. In the sample code in Attachment D, the server code has a function called handleServerConn. The user-provided function processes the transmitted data.
Then this function goes back to listening on the port for another client connect request. When
it receives the next connect request, it forks a second child process.
There are two input parameters: the port number and a pointer to the handler function
described in ÒWriting Server Handler FunctionsÓ on page 22.
By default, reading a request will time out after 10 minutes, but this default can be changed by
setting the environment variable TIMEOUT_READ_REQUEST to the desired delay in seconds.

getRequest()
This function reads a socket after a connection is established. First it reads the 4-byte header
to determine the length of the transaction, then it reads one data packet at a time until it has
read the entire transaction.
This function is caller from a handler function. The sockfd parameter is the Þle descriptor that
was passed to the handler function. The caller must allocate the buffer in which the request is
returned.
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Writing Server Handler Functions

sendResponse()
This function is caller from a handler function. The sockfd parameter is the Þle descriptor that
was passed to the handler function. The server can return information to the client using this
function.

5.5

Writing Server Handler Functions
MSO developers will need to write a handler function for the MSO server process. This section
describes:
¥ The handleServerConnection data type
¥ How to deÞne a handler function, as passed to serverListen()
The type handleServerConnection speciÞes the handler function used by serverListen(). A
value of type handleServerConnection is a pointer to a void function that takes a pointer
parameter.
typedef void (handleServerConnection) (void*)
Programmers deÞne handler functions to respond to client requests to an MSO server. This
section illustrates the form of a handler function.

myHandlerFunction()
The name used is a sample name only.
void myHandlerFunction(void*par);
Parameter par is a pointer to an integer containing the Þle descriptor for the socket through
which the client and server communicate.
Your handler function should initialize the database, then perform the following steps iteratively:
¥ Read a client request by calling getRequest()
¥ Parse the transaction string and process the request
¥ Construct a response string
¥ Send the response to the client by calling sendResponse()
Iteration should continue until the client closes the connection or the server times out waiting
for a request. Then, your handler function should close the database connection, close any
open Þles, and release any resources.

5.6

Transaction Requirements
5.6.1

Transaction Requests vs. NotiÞcations

When the MSO client process sends a transaction to the @Home server to perform speciÞed
provisioning actions, this is called a transaction request. Not all transaction requests result in
provisioning changes, although they all result in database operations. The MSO client should
evaluate the response from @Home indicating whether or not the transaction was successful,
and take appropriate action.
A notiÞcation is what is sent by the @Home client process to the MSO server. In this case the
provisioning changes and BOS database operations have already occurred. The MSO server
should send a conÞrmation back to @Home indicating whether or not the record was successfully updated on the MSOÕs side.

5.6.2

Transaction Request Actions and Types

The combination of Action and Type deÞnes the data operation to be performed.
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Transaction Requirements

Transaction request types correspond to the data entities discussed in ÒData TypesÓ on
page 5. Types for transaction requests are:
¥ Subscriber
¥ Site
¥ Modem
¥ Computer
¥ Login
Actions for transaction requests are:
¥ CREATE
¥ UPDATE (all except type Multiuser)
¥ DELETE
¥ CONVERT (for types Computer and Modem only)
¥ RECREATE (for type Login only)
¥ CHANGE (for type Login only)

5.6.3

NotiÞcation Actions and Types

Actions for notiÞcation are:
¥ CREATE
¥ DELETE
Types for notiÞcation are:
¥ Multiuser
¥ Multiip

The Multiuser and Multiip types are used for @Home notiÞcation transmissions
to the MSO for changes initiated directly by a subscriber. For all other types,
the MSO client process transmits the data and the @Home server process
receives and processes that data.

5.6.4

Transaction String Data Format

Each transaction (MSO request/@Home response message pair) is an ASCII string containing
the following Þelds delimited by the vertical bar or ÒpipeÓ character(|):
¥ Initial 4 byte position indicates the length of the transaction, from the Þrst pipe up to and
including the newline character at the end.
¥ Positional parameters Action and Type must appear at the beginning of the string. The Þrst
position always consists of a value specifying an Action and the second Þeld always consists of a value specifying the Type of object on which the action is to be performed.
¥ Provisioning data information appears as <name>=<value> pairs, where <name> is the
Þeld name and <value> is the value of that Þeld name for this transaction. An example
would be Òmso_subscriber_key=12345Ó.
¥ Newline Ò\nÓ termination follows the Þnal pipe character.
A pair of pipes also encloses the entire transaction, after the 4-byte header.

DO NOT include pipe characters (Ò|Ó) as part of a value.
The Action and Type positional parameters must appear at the beginning of the transaction
string.
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Action must appear Þrst. Type should appear in the second position. Note that not all of these
transactions result in provisioning changes, although they all result in database operations.
For example, the string to create a subscriber might look like this:
0121|CREATE|SUBSCRIBER|create_date=19980131203045|mso_name=ABC
|sub_lastname=Bond|sub_firstname=James|mso_subscriber_key=007|\n
The output from @Home follows the same format:
0066|CREATE|SUBSCRIBER|completion_code=1|
subscriber_key=100000298215|\n
<<Pari: jb says need a sampe transaction to test connectivity & a DB connection>>

5.6.5

Using @HomeÕs Code to Handle Transactions

If the MSO uses @HomeÕs Þles to handle transactions, the string is handled as follows:
¥ A transaction string is always passed to or returned from library functions as a string that
does not contain the 4-byte header.
¥ The low-level utility writeSocket() in socketUtils.c Þrst sends a packet containing a 4-byte
character string specifying the length of the transaction, then sends the transaction string
one packet at a time.
¥ The low-level utility readSocket() reads a packet containing a 4-byte character string specifying the length of the transaction, then reads the transaction string one packet at a time.
MSOs only need to be concerned with transaction strings that contain the 4-byte header if they
implement their own mechanism for sending requests and reading responses.

5.6.6

Calculating Transaction Length

A transaction is of the form
XXXX|<ACTION>|<TYPE>|<name=value>|...|\n
where ÒXXXXÓ is the length of the string calculated from
|<ACTION>|<TYPE>|<name=value>|...|\n

5.6.7

Transaction Data Restrictions

Restrictions applying to data formats are:
¥ All parameters, names, and values are case insensitive. Most values are converted to
uppercase when inserted into the BOS database. Login names are converted to lowercase (@Home only supports lowercase logins).
¥ All date formats must be of the format YYYYMMDDHHMISS, where MI = minutes, and
hours are in 24-hour format. The example in the preceding section speciÞes a create date
of January 31, 1998 at 20:30:45 GMT.
¥ All dates must be speciÞed in Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) only.

Most Þelds do not support NULL values, even if they are optional Þelds. For
example Ò|name=|Ó will result in an error. Use ÒunknownÓ if needed.

5.6.8

Transactions Must Be Ordered Correctly on Create

In order to fully provision a functional network account for a subscriber, a complete set of
transaction requests should be performed in the following order for each provisioning entity:
1. Create Subscriber
2. Create Site
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3. Create Login
4. Create Computer
5. Create Modem <<Pari said, just put it last. Keep it simpler.>>
Create Computer must come before Create Modem, because of some Multiip requirements.
Create Login can come any time after Create Site, independently of Computer and Modem.

5.6.9

Transactions Must Be Sent Singly

The MSOÕs application must receive conÞrmation of each preceding transaction and capture
the keys generated by @Home. These keys are needed to complete the subsequent transactions.

5.7

Communicating with @HomeÕs API 2.0 Server
5.7.1

Communication Failure and Recovery

In the event of a failure in the network, server communication, or the API, nothing is committed
on the server side. The MSO client must resend the request.
If the server receiving the data detects the failure, it returns a completion_code of 1 and error
information. The MSO client should automatically resend the request.
When the server successfully processes a request, it commits to the BOS database before
sending a response to the MSO client. If the server cannot send the response, the client cannot detect that the transaction was successful (even if it was). In this case, the client should
treat this the same as a failure: time out and resend the request. In the case of resending a
duplicate transaction (one that was successfully inserted), the client will receive a response
indicating an error of a duplicate key.

5.7.2

Communication Time-Out

If you are using the libraries or source code provided by @Home, use these environment variables control timeout parameters for client/server connections:
¥ TIMEOUT_READ_REQUEST deÞnes the number of seconds before a server disconnects
from a client, if it does not receive a request after the client connects. The @Home
serverÕs timeout is 600 seconds (10 minutes).
@HomeÕs server process does not send an alert to the client signalling a timeout. The client process should keep track of how long it is idle, and send a new connect request if it is
idle for more than 10 minutes. If the client tries to write to that socket after the timeout
without sending a new connect request, it will fail.
MSOs who use @HomeÕs sample code and libraries to build their own server processes
can change this default on their server using this environment variable.
¥ TIMEOUT_READ_RESPONSE deÞnes the number of seconds that a client should wait
for a server to respond to a request before disconnecting. If not set, this defaults to 60
seconds. This applies to MSOs who build their own client processes using @HomeÕs sample code and libraries.

5.8

Error Handling
For every request sent by a client, the server process returns a response with a
completion_code. A completion code of Ò0Ó indicates the transaction was successful.
A completion_code of Ò1Ó indicates an error occurred, in which case the response message
also contains error information as follows:
¥ error_code is a number identifying the error.
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¥

Error Handling

error_reason contains a text description of the error.

See Attachment H: Error Messages on page 89 for more information on these codes.
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6

6.1

Performing Transaction
Operations

Transaction Processing Overview
The central point in this provisioning interface is @HomeÕs Back OfÞce System (BOS) database. Every successful transaction undergoes the following processing:
¥ It results in a change or update to this database. A subset of these transactions also result
in downstream propagation to network provisioning.
¥ The transaction is logged in a BOS audit table, to aid in resolving problems should any
occur. A cleanup process periodically removes aged entries.
¥ Each transaction is validated prior to entering the BOS database. Validation varies
depending on the operation, but can include checks for non-NULL values, duplicate
entries, use of pre-deÞned valid values, correct data format, or presence of all required
Þelds.
Currently, @Home maintains separate BOS databases for the subscribers associated with
each MSO. In the future there may be support for combined MSO data and data generated
within the BOS system by subscribers (via @Home Member Services). However, this should
not impact data requirements for the MSOs.

6.2

Information Provided During Initial MSO Setup
The following parameters and conÞguration data are established in the BOS database during
the initial MSO setup period. Although this information can be altered or incremented later on,
it is not dynamically provided with each provisioning transaction. In most cases, transactions
are validated against these initial data elements.

6.2.1

Setup Information Provided by MSO to @Home

Data provided by MSO to @Home includes:
¥ Server IP address, hostname, and port for machine on which MSO server process will run.
The @Home client process needs this information for operations involving types Multiuser
(subscriber-initiated login changes) and Multiip (subscriber-initiated computer changes).
¥ Data on network topology (Ònode combine planÓ). This is a complete listing of all the
head_end, oe_node, and coax_segment values and hierarchies for that MSO. See ÒNetwork Topology Terms Used in the DatabaseÓ on page 8 for a description of these data elements.
¥ The number of allowable logins and computers per subscriber. This limit will be enforced
at the database level.
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¥

BOS Database Overview

Files containing reserved values for modem IP addresses, computer IP addresses, and
login names, for MSOs who wish to pre-provision customers. See ÒPre-Provision Customers for Later ConversionÓ on page 16 for more information. <<email request sent to Rat for
Þle formats and details, he says not ready yet.>>

6.2.2

Setup Information Provided by @Home to MSO

Data provided by @Home to MSO includes:
¥ mso_name value. This may be agreed upon between the two parties. Once determined,
the MSO must provide this with every provisioning transaction sent to @Home.
¥ A list of one or more hostname/port number pairs. This will be used by the MSO client
application when establishing connections with the @Home server process. See ÒServers
and PortsÓ on page 11 for more information.

6.3

BOS Database Overview
Currently, the provisioning data for each MSO is maintained in a separate BOS database. A
few shared tables contain items such as subscriber logins that are unique throughout the
entire @Home network.
Figure 6.1

BOS Database Architecture (Internal Only)

BOS DB for MSO

bos_subscriber

Homes Passed DB

bos_site

Common DB

bos_modem

bos_computer

bos_login

6.3.1

Changing or Adding Valid Values

Many transaction request input Þelds are validated for the BOS database against a list of valid
values for items like modem manufacturer. If the MSO needs to add a new valid value to
accommodate its provisioning process or network topology, it should work with @Home IT
staff.

6.3.2

Key Field Mappings

Every input data entity (subscriber, site, modem, computer, login) has a corresponding key
Þeld named <entity>_key to ensure the uniqueness of each instance. This key Þeld is generated by @Home. The MSO must use this Þeld when submitting:
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BOS Database Overview

¥

Create transactions for an entity that depends on a preceding one. For example, supply
the subscriber_key when creating a site associated with that subscriber.
¥ Update transactions related to a previously created instance. For example, supply the
site_key when updating that site record.
@Home also accepts a corresponding MSO-generated key Þeld for each instance of each
entity. The MSO key Þelds are named mso_<entity>_key. For example, the Þeld
mso_subscriber_key corresponds to the MSO-generated key for a given subscriber
instance. If this is the case, @Home does the mapping between the @Home keys and the
MSO-provided keys.

6.3.3

Key Field Usage Guidelines

Guidelines applying to key Þeld usage are <<from discussions w/Pari>>:
¥ Under normal circumstances, the MSO key Þelds are optional. The only exception is for
Create Subscriber, where the mso_subscriber_key is a required input.
¥ If the MSO cannot supply the @Home key Þeld, then at least the corresponding MSO key
Þeld is required.

6.3.4

Results of Actions on the BOS Database

Database operations correspond to the Actions described in ÒTransaction String Data FormatÓ
on page 23.
¥ A Create transaction takes the data supplied and provisions based on the Type. For
example, Create Modem enters the modem proÞle and IP address information necessary
to provision that modem on the network. A Create transaction returns the @Home key
needed for subsequent Update and Delete operations for that instance.
¥ For most entities, an Update transaction only updates the BOS database. It does not
result in any downstream propagation to provisioning. In other words, the new information
is stored in the BOS database, but does not change the provisioning of the subscriber.
The exceptions are:
- Update Login when the password is changed
- Update Modem, which does affect network modem provisioning, and is used in certain
cases to temporarily suspend a subscriberÕs network access. See ÒSuspend Subscriber Account (Internal Only)Ó on page 17 for more information.
¥ A Delete transaction does not delete the database record for that instance. It updates the
status of that record to mark it for deletion but does not physically purge the data from the
BOS database. A separate process running every 15 minutes on the BOS side propagates the delete actions out to the @Home network to de-activate the deleted instances.
In addition to these three basic actions, the additional actions Convert and Recreate apply to
selected data entities.
¥ A Convert transaction can be performed for Modem and Computer instances that were
originally submitted as pre-provisioned (exists in database only) rather than fully provisioned (exists in database and on @Home subscriber network).
¥ A Recreate transaction is used to reclaim an accidentally deleted login. This only works if
the login is recreated within the login aging period. See ÒLogin AgingÓ on page 18 for more
information.
¥ A Change transaction is used to change a subscriberÕs login name. This will delete the
subscriberÕs Web space. See ÒUpdate vs. Change LoginÓ on page 18 for more information.
Additional considerations apply in special situations, such as when a subscriber moves to a
different dwelling. ÒUsing the API Interface to Perform Provisioning TasksÓ on page 15 contains
guidelines for the correct use and sequencing of transactions in various situations.
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6.4

Required Inputs and Outputs

Required Inputs and Outputs
These listings do not include optional Þelds. A required output is a value that is always
returned by @Home to the MSO.
For a complete listing of data attributes, see Attachment A: Service Provisioning API Field
Descriptions on page 39. <<Currently still mostly a spreadsheet>>

6.4.1

Required I/O Values Common To All Transactions

These required inputs and outputs for all transactions are not listed under each individual
transactions.
Common Inputs
action
type
create_date
mso_name
Common Outputs
completion_code

6.4.2

Create Subscriber

The subscriber instance represents a billable entity rather than a network presence. It is the
focal point for all the other entities in the provisioning data model. Not propagated to provisioning.
Aside from the Þelds required for every transaction, a Create Subscriber transaction speciÞes
these minimum inputs and outputs:
Inputs
sub_lastname
sub_Þrstname
mso_subscriber_key
Outputs
subscriber_key

6.4.3

Update Subscriber

Most updated Þelds are not propagated downstream to provisioning.
The minimum I/O data for Update Subscriber is:
Inputs
subscriber_key
(use mso_subscriber_key if subscriber_key cannot be provided)
Outputs: None.

6.4.4

Delete Subscriber

A Delete Subscriber action causes a cascading effect and marks all the dependent entities
(site, computer, modem, login) for deletion. It also initiates a downstream propagation to provisioning, meaning those items will be de-provisioned on the network.
Inputs
subscriber_key
(use mso_subscriber_key if subscriber_key cannot be provided)
Outputs: None
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6.4.5

Required Inputs and Outputs

Create Site

Inputs
subscriber_key
(use mso_subscriber_key if subscriber_key cannot be provided)
street_number
street_name
city
state
postcode
head_end
oe_node
Outputs
site_key

6.4.6

Update or Delete Site

Use Update Site only if network information should remain the same. If the subscriber is
changing physical location, or if the MSO needs to move that subscriber to a different node,
see ÒIf a Subscriber Moves to a Different LocationÓ on page 16.
A Delete Site operation cascades down to all dependent entities (Computers, Modems, and
also Logins because Logins internally are actually tied to the Site, not Subscriber) and causes
those items to be marked for deletion in the database, as well as being de-provisioned on the
network. However, as with ÒDelete SubscriberÓ on page 30, it is best to delete each dependent
entity instance Þrst before deleting the site.
Inputs
site_key
(use mso_site_key if site_key cannot be provided)
No required outputs from @Home.

6.4.7

Create Modem (Immediate Provisioning)

This operation creates a modem record attached to the designated site and initiates an immediate downstream propagation to provisioning.
Inputs
site_key
(use mso_site_key if site_key cannot be provided)
manufacturer
model
serial_number
mac_address (Lan City only)
Outputs
modem_key
cdm_ip_address)

6.4.8

Create Modem (Pre-Provisioning)

This operation creates a modem record but does not provision it on the network, until a subsequent Convert Modem transaction is sent. This returns to the MSO the IP address (for nonMotorola modems) that the customer will need for subsequent conversion to @Home service.
When the customer wishes to convert, the MSO sends a Convert Modem transaction.
Inputs
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Required Inputs and Outputs

site_key
(use mso_site_key if site_key cannot be provided)
manufacturer
model
serial_number
mac_address (Lan City only)
cdm_ip_address (if pre-assigned) <<what is this? need info>>
net_class ÒV2Ó
Outputs
modem_key

6.4.9

Update Modem

Use this function to change a modemÕs network information. <<Could potentially be used to
temporarily suspend a subscriberÕs network access privileges, but not ready to document this
yet.>> @Home will generate a new modem_key. You can optionally supply a new
mso_modem_key; if this is not supplied, then @HomeÕs new modem_key remains tied to the
old mso_modem_key.
Inputs
modem_key
(use mso_modem_key if modem_key cannot be provided)
manufacturer
serial_number
mac_address
Outputs
modem_key

6.4.10 Delete or Convert Modem
Convert Modem is done in special situations where the MSO wants to enter subscriber data
but delay provisioning on the @Home network until a later date. In these cases the original
Create transaction has special values in certain Þelds which prevent the transactions from
being staged for provisioning. When the MSO wants to actually provision that subscriber, it
sends a Convert transaction for the Modem and Computer instances for that subscriber. <<If
you pre-provision a subscriber and Create Login along with the other operations, does that
mean their login will work? Could an MSO customer end up with an active @Home login without actually signing up? jb: yes, but they canÕt get to it.>>
Inputs
modem_key
(use mso_modem_key if modem_key cannot be provided)
No required outputs from @Home

6.4.11 Create Computer (Immediate Provisioning)
This operation creates a computer record attached to the designated site and initiates immediate downstream propagation to provisioning.
Inputs
site_key
(use mso_site_key if site_key cannot be provided)
os
Outputs
computer_key
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Required Inputs and Outputs

cpe_ip_address
cpe_dns_name
broadcast_ip_address
default_gateway_ip_address
directory_server_name
mail_server_name
netmask
news_server_name
primary_dns_server_ip_address
sec_dns_server_ip_address
subdomain
web_proxy_server_name

6.4.12 Create Computer (Pre-Provisioning)
This operation creates a computer record but does not provision it on the network, until a subsequent Convert Computer transaction is sent. It returns to the MSO the client id (dns name),
IP address and other server addresses that the customer will need when s/he fully converts
from one service to @Home service. When the customer wishes to convert, the MSO sends a
Convert Computer transaction.
Inputs
site_key
(use mso_site_key if site_key cannot be provided)
os
cpe_ip_address (normally an output Þeld, can be input if pre-assigned in advance)
net_class ÒV2Ó
Outputs
computer_key
cpe_dns_name
broadcast_ip_address
default_gateway_ip_address
directory_server_name
mail_server_name
netmask
news_server_name
primary_dns_server_ip_address
sec_dns_server_ip_address
subdomain
web_proxy_server_name

6.4.13 Using Create Computer to Restore a Computer
Use Create Computer, but provide same cpe_dns_name as the old computer as input (normally this is an output). This would be done as part of a subscriber move, as described in ÒIf a
Subscriber Moves to a Different LocationÓ on page 16.

6.4.14 Update, Delete, or Convert Computer
Convert Computer is done in special situations where the MSO wants to enter subscriber data
but delay provisioning on the @Home network until a later date. In these cases the original
Create transaction has special values in certain Þelds which prevent the transactions from
being staged for provisioning. When the MSO wants to actually provision that subscriber, it
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Required Inputs and Outputs

sends a Convert transaction for the Modem and Computer instances for that subscriber. <<so
does that mean their login will work? Could an MSO customer end up with an active @Home
login without actually signing up?>>
Convert Computer will fully provision a Create Computer transaction that was partially provisioned using net_class=V2. Supplying a net_class of ÒV2Ó during the initial Create transaction
creates the database record but holds the transaction from being fully provisioned.
Inputs
computer_key
(use mso_computer_key if computer_key cannot be provided)
No required outputs from @Home

6.4.15 Create Login (Parent)
Creating a parent login will also create a Web space for that login. A Web space is a disk
space allocation on the @Home network, where the subscriber can post personal Web pages.
Inputs
subscriber_key
(use mso_subscriber_key if subscriber_key cannot be provided)
login_last_name
login_Þrst_name
login
password
password_type
Outputs
login_key
assigned_login
assigned_domain

6.4.16 Create Login (Child)
Inputs
subscriber_key
(use mso_subscriber_key if subscriber_key cannot be provided)
login_key (of parent login)
login_last_name
login_Þrst_name
login
additional_login ÒYÓ (required for creating child login, and must be ÒYÓ)
password
password_type
Outputs
login_key
assigned_login
assigned_domain

6.4.17 Update Login
Inputs
login_key
(use mso_login_key if login_key cannot be supplied)
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(password and password_type are not required Þelds, but changing subscriberÕs login
password is the only reason to use this transaction)
No required outputs from @Home

6.4.18 Delete Login
If you are deleting a parent login, all child logins linked to this login should be deleted Þrst.
Inputs
login_key
(use mso_login_key if login_key cannot be supplied)
(email_forward and email_forward_disc_date are optional)
No required outputs from @Home

6.4.19 Recreate Login
Use to restore a login to the same subscriber, within the initial email forwarding period. This
period is set (by the MSO) when a subscriber requests a login change or disconnect. See
ÒLogin AgingÓ on page 18 for more information.
Inputs
subscriber_key
(use mso_subscriber_key if subscriber_key cannot be supplied)
login_key, if available <<Pari: DonÕt ask them for this, it is confusing and usually MSOs
canÕt supply a login_key for deleted records. It will work if supplied>>
login_last_name
login_Þrst_name
login
password
password_type
Outputs
assigned_login
assigned_domain
login_key (will be different than input login_key, if that was supplied)

6.4.20 Change Login
Inputs
subscriber_key
(use mso_subscriber_key if subscriber_key cannot be supplied)
login_key
login_last_name
login_Þrst_name
password
password_type
change_login
Outputs
assigned_login
assigned_domain

6.4.21 Create or Delete Multiuser
These operations result from the following subscriber-initiated actions:
¥ Create child login (Create Multiuser)
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¥
¥

Required Inputs and Outputs

Delete child login (Delete Multiuser)
Change password <<not sure about this one>>

@HomeÕs client will supply Inputs to your server process. Inputs in boldface are always sent,
others are sent if the data is available
Inputs to MSO server from @Home:
action
type
notiÞcation_id
subscriber_key
mso_subscriber_key
login_key
mso_name
tran_date
request_source_name
last_name
Þrst_name
login
Your server should supply as Outputs back to @Home:
action
type
tran_date
completion_code
error_code (only if an error occurs)
error_reason (only if an error occurs)
<<abstracted from spreadsheet>>

6.4.22 Create Multiip
This operation results from the subscriber-initiated action of adding a computer. <<5/15/98: in
Beta>>
Inputs to MSO server from @Home:
action
type
notiÞcation_id
tran_date
mso_subscriber_key
site_key
mso_site_key
mso_name
cpu
os
hard_disk_size
available_space
ram
sound_card
compliant
cpe_ip_address
cpe_dns_name
broadcast_ip_address
default_gateway_ip_address
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directory_server_name
mail_server_name
netmask
news_server_name
primary_dns_server_ip_address
sec_dns_server_ip_address
subdomain
web_proxy_server_name
computer_key
Your server should supply as Outputs back to @Home:
action
type
completion_code
error_code (only if an error occurs)
error_reason (only if an error occurs)
<<abstracted from spreadsheet>>

6.4.23 Delete Multiip
This operation results from the subscriber-initiated action of deleting a computer.
Inputs to MSO server from @Home:
action
type
notiÞcation_id
tran_date
mso_subscriber_key
site_key
mso_site_key
mso_name
reason_code
computer_key
Your server should supply as Outputs back to @Home:
action
type
completion_code
error_code (only if an error occurs)
error_reason (only if an error occurs)
<<abstracted from spreadsheet>>

6.4.24 Get Data (Future)
This is a new function still in development that will allow MSOs to pull up all data related to a
selected instance of an entity by supplying the key Þeld.
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6 Performing Transaction Operations

Required Inputs and Outputs
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Attachment A: Service Provisioning
API Field Descriptions

The Þeld descriptions in this section are also distributed as a spreadsheet Þle. The spreadsheet may be updated more frequently than this document.
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Contains a numeric error code if
completion_code is not equal to success.
See Attachment H: Error Messages on
page 89 for descriptions.

Contains a text description associated
with the error code if completion_code is
not equal to success

Required for all transactions, as Þrst
value in the message request. Include
action name only, not name-value.
- create
- update (all except Multiuser)
- delete
- change (login only)
- recreate (login only)
- convert (modem and computer only)

error_reason

action

Return values are:
0 - success
1 - failure
2 - warning (not used)
3 - informational (not used)

Description

error_code

completion_code

Attribute Name

DRAFT
Action must be one
of the valid values.
Validated by parser.
Not case sensitive.

Output from BOS

Output from BOS

Output from BOS

Validations
Performed

Required as Þrst pipe
delineated position in
every message. Include
action name only, not
name=value. Example:
Ò|CREATE|Ó

Only returned if
completion_code is 1

Only returned if
completion_code is 1

If return value is 1, check
for error_code and
error_reason

Notes on Usage

VARCHAR2(10)

VARCHAR2(102
4)

NUMBER(12)

NUMBER(1)

Datatype

Input/Output
I/O

O

O

O

R

O

O

R

I/O

O

O

O

R

O

O

R

I/O

O

O

O

R

O

O

R

Delete

Update

Create

Required/Optional

Input/Output

Table A.1 Common Attributes

Required/OPtional

Input/Output

Transaction Request Data Attributes

Required/Optional

6.5
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Corresponds to the data entities that
model the provisioning process, as second value in message request. Does not
use name-value syntax; include type
name only. Possible request types are:
- subscriber
- site
- modem
- computer
- login
- multiuser
- multiip

Date and time the request record was
created

Timestamp from BOS indicating when
BOS began processing the request.

Timestamp from BOS indicating when
BOS complete processing the request
and created the response record

MSOÕs internal unique identiÞer for this
transaction. Stored in BOS database for
audit purposes only.

create_date

start_date

end_date

mso_request_id

Description

type

Attribute Name

Customer Provisioning API Interface Requirements , Release 2.0
Last Modified May 28, 1998 9:54 am

DRAFT
Output from BOS.

Output from BOS.

Input date, must be
in format YYYYMMDDHHMISS

Type must be one of
the valid values. Validated by parser. Not
case sensitive. The
Action/Type value
combination is validated at the DB
level.

Validations
Performed

Although Þeld is optional,
its use is recommended to
aid in data comparison,
etc.

Required as second pipe
delineated position in
every message. Example:
Ò|CREATE|SUBSCRIBER|Ó

Notes on Usage

NUMBER(12)

DATE

DATE

DATE

VARCHAR2(10)

Datatype

Input/Output
I/O

Out

Out

In

I/O

O

O

O

R

Input/Output
I/O

Out

Out

In

I/O

O

O

O

R

Input/Output
I/O

Out

Out

In

I/O

O

O

O

R

R

Create

Required/Optional

R

Update

Required/OPtional
R

Delete

Required/Optional

Table A.1 Common Attributes (Continued)
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Name of the MSO that is providing this
record.

IdentiÞes the originating person or system for this request. If null, @Home will
default to the mso_name. Used for audit
purposes only.

The date and time when the request
should be processed. Default is immediately. This is for future use.

request_source_na
me

request_eff_date

Description

mso_name

Attribute Name

Validated at DB
level: match for MSO
name must exist.

Validations
Performed

Not used yet. For operations requiring pre-provisioning, see notes under
Computer and Modem
types.

Use the mso_name issued
to you by @Home in all
transaction requests.

Notes on Usage

Customer Provisioning API Interface Requirements , Release 2.0
Last Modified May 28, 1998 9:54 am
DATE

VARCHAR2(32)

VARCHAR2(32)

Datatype

Input/Output
In

In

In

O

O

Input/Output
In

In

In

O

O

Input/Output
In

In

In

O

O

R

Create

Required/Optional

R

Update

Required/OPtional
R

Delete

Required/Optional

Table A.1 Common Attributes (Continued)
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Unique key generated by MSO for this
subscriber. If populated, @Home will validate that this subscriber is not currently
active in its database. MSO should
ensure that this key is unique across all
its subscribers before providing to
@Home.

The date and time when the subscriber
should become active, for future use.
Currently does not inßuence staging or
provisioning (service is created when
transaction request is sent).

date_active

Unique key identifying a subscriber, generated by @Home as output from the
Create Subscriber function. MSO should
provide this key when sending transactions to update subscriber, delete subscriber or create login.

Description

mso_subscriber_key

subscriber_key

Attribute Name

DRAFT
Date format

Validated at DB
level: For Create
Subscriber, must not
be active. For
Update/Delete Subscriber, must exist in
BOS DB.

On Update and
Delete Subscriber,
must exist in BOS
database for this
MSO.

Validations
Performed

Not used yet.

Always required for Create Subscriber. For Update
and Delete Subscriber
transactions, required if
MSO cannot provide
@Home-generated
subscriber_key. <<Pari
says, required on create, jb
says not>>

Capture and store this output return value when Creating a subscriber record,
and use on every subsequent Update or Delete
Subscriber transaction (for
this subscriber), as well as
Create Login for this subscriber.

Notes on Usage

DATE

NUMBER(16)

NUMBER(12)

Datatype

Input/Output
In

In

Out

O

R

Input/Output
In

In

In

O

O

Input/Output
n/a

In

In

O

R

Create

Required/Optional

R

Update

Required/OPtional
R

Delete

Required/Optional

Table A.2 Subscriber Attributes
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DRAFT

Street directional indicator. Values are: N,
S, E, W, NE, NW, SE, SW

IdentiÞes the type of street. See
Table B.10 on page 72 for valid values.

Indicates type of apartment. Values are:
#, Apt, Floor, Flr, Room, Slip, Ste, Suite,
Uni, Unit

The apartment/suite/ßoor number

City

State. Use standard 2-letter state abbreviations. However, note that no validation
is done for state.

Postal code or ZIP code.

street_compass_dir

street_designator

apt_designator

apt_number

city

state

postcode

Country name.

Name of subscriber's street.

street_name

country

Number of subscriber's street dwelling or
apartment house. Note that address
information for subscriber is separate
from address information for site.

Description

street_number

Attribute Name

No

None. No City/State/
ZIP combination validation

No

No

No

Now - None. Future will be validated at
DB level against
valid values.

Yes, at DB level,
against valid values
list.

No

No

No

Validations
Performed

See separate listing of
valid values.

Notes on Usage

VARCHAR2(35)

VARCHAR2(10)

VARCHAR2(3)

VARCHAR2(35)

VARCHAR2(20)

VARCHAR2(20)

VARCHAR2(20)

VARCHAR2(10)

VARCHAR2(32)

VARCHAR2(10)

Datatype

Input/Output
In

In

In

In

In

I/O

I/O

In

In

In

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Input/Output
In

In

In

In

In

I/O

I/O

In

In

In

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Input/Output
In

In

In

In

n/a

I/O

I/O

In

In

In

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Create

Required/Optional

O

Update

Required/OPtional
O

Delete

Required/Optional

Table A.2 Subscriber Attributes (Continued)
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For future use.

Last name of the subscriber.

First name of the subscriber.

For future use.

Subscriber's home telephone number

Subscriber's work telephone number

Subscriber's pager number

The subscriber's alternate email address
outside of the @Home network

Will be required for on-line access to
account management tools at the subscriber level.
This is not the user's network login password, but is used by MSO CSRs to identify a subscriber who makes a service
request by telephone (i.e., mother's
maiden name).

sub_lastname

sub_Þrstname

company_name

home_tn

work_tn

pager_tn

other_email

security_word

Description

subscriber_type

Attribute Name

Customer Provisioning API Interface Requirements , Release 2.0
Last Modified May 28, 1998 9:54 am
No

No

No

No

No

Must be non-NULL
where required.

Must be non-NULL
where required.

Validations
Performed
Notes on Usage

VARCHAR2(32)

VARCHAR2(32)

VARCHAR2(20)

VARCHAR2(20)

VARCHAR2(20)

VARCHAR2(32)

VARCHAR2(32)

VARCHAR2(32)

VARCHAR2(10)

Datatype

Input/Output
In

In

In

In

In

In

In

In

In

O

O

O

O

O

O

R

R

Input/Output
In

In

In

In

In

In

In

In

In

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Input/Output
In

In

In

In

In

In

In

In

In

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Create

Required/Optional

O

Update

Required/OPtional
O

Delete

Required/Optional

Table A.2 Subscriber Attributes (Continued)
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For site create. MSO's unique key for the
subscriber who owns the site. When populated, @Home will validate that subscriber is not currently active in BOS
database. Required if MSO cannot provide @Home's subscriber_key.

@Home's unique key for referencing a
site. Use for update site and delete site
transactions.

site_key

@Home's unique key used to link this site
to a subscriber.

Description

mso_subscriber_key

subscriber_key

Attribute Name

Supplied site_key
must exist in BOS
database for this
MSO.

Validated at DB
level: For Create
Site, must be active.
For Update/Delete
Subscriber, must
exist in BOS DB.

For Create Site,
must exist in BOS
database for this
MSO.

Validations
Performed

Capture and store this
return value when Creating
a site record, and use on
every subsequent Update
or Delete Site transactions
for this site.

If MSO cannot supply
subscriber_key, this Þeld is
required for Create Site
transactions (which normally require a
subscriber_key).

Required for Create Site
transactions. Use the key
returned by @Home from
the corresponding Create
Subscriber transaction
(subscriber record with
which this site is associated).

Notes on Usage

NUMBER(12)

VARCHAR2(16)

NUMBER(12)

Datatype

Input/Output
Out

In

In

R

O

Input/Output
In

n/a

n/a

Input/Output
In

n/a

n/a

R

Create

Required/Optional

R

Update

Required/OPtional
R

Delete

Required/Optional

Table A.3 Site Attributes
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MSO's unique key for this site. When
populated, @Home will validate that this
site is not currently active in its database.
Required if MSO cannot provide site_key
for update and delete site transactions.

Number of site's street. Note that site
address information is distinct from subscriber address information.

Name of site's street.

Site street directional indicator: N, S, E,
W, NE, NW, SE, SW

IdentiÞes the type of street: See
Table B.10 on page 72 for valid values.

Indicates type of apartment. See
Table B.8 on page 71 for valid values.

The apartment/suite/ßoor number

City

street_number

street_name

street_compass_dir

street_designator

apt_designator

apt_number

city

Description

mso_site_key

Attribute Name

Customer Provisioning API Interface Requirements , Release 2.0
Last Modified May 28, 1998 9:54 am

DRAFT
No

No

Now - None. Future will be validated at
DB level against
valid values.

Yes, at DB level,
against valid values
list.

No

No

No

Validated at DB
level: For Create
Site, must not be
active. For Update/
Delete Site, or Create Computer/
Modem, must exist
in BOS DB.

Validations
Performed

See separate listing of
valid values.

If MSO cannot supply
site_key, this Þeld is
required for Update and
Delete Site transactions,
which normally require a
site_key.

Notes on Usage

VARCHAR2(35)

VARCHAR2(20)

VARCHAR2(20)

VARCHAR2(20)

VARCHAR2(10)

VARCHAR2(32)

VARCHAR2(10)

NUMBER(15)

Datatype

Input/Output
In

Out

In

In

In

In

In

In

R

O

O

O

O

R

R

Input/Output
In

Out

In

In

In

In

In

In

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Input/Output
n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

In

O

Create

Required/Optional

O

Update

Required/OPtional
O

Delete

Required/Optional

Table A.3 Site Attributes (Continued)
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State. Use standard 2-letter state abbreviations. However, note that no validation
is done for state.

Postal code or ZIP code. Note that no
validation is performed for city/state/zip
matches.

Country name. No validation performed.

The type of site location. See Table B.2
on page 69 for valid values. Future: MDU
(multiple dwelling unit) access_type will
make some optional Þelds required. Not
validated.

Name of head end. This value must be
unique across each MSO's markets, and
must already exist in BOS database for
this MSO (MSO must provide list of valid
head ends, oe nodes, and coax segments to @Home prior to provisioning
customers)

postcode

country

access_type

head_end

Description

state

Attribute Name

Customer Provisioning API Interface Requirements , Release 2.0
Last Modified May 28, 1998 9:54 am
Validated at DB level
against list of valid
head_end values
previously conÞgured in BOS database for this MSO.
Also the entire
head_end/oe_node/
coax_segment combination is validated
at the DB level.

No

No

None. No City/State/
ZIP combination validation

No

Validations
Performed
Notes on Usage

VARCHAR2(20)

VARCHAR2(20)

VARCHAR2(35)

VARCHAR2(10)

VARCHAR2(3)

Datatype

Create

Required/Optional
Input/Output

In

In

In

In

In

R

O

O

R

Input/Output
In

In

In

In

In

O

O

O

O

O

Update

Required/OPtional
R

Delete

Required/Optional
n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Input/Output

Table A.3 Site Attributes (Continued)
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oe_node

Attribute Name

Name of the optical electrical node
affected by this request. Must be unique
within a head-end, and must previously
exist in the BOS database for this MSO.

Description

Validated at DB level
against list of valid
oe_node values previously conÞgured in
BOS database for
this MSO. Also the
entire head_end/
oe_node/
coax_segment combination is validated
at the DB level.

Validations
Performed
Notes on Usage

VARCHAR2(20)

Datatype

Create

Required/Optional
Input/Output

In

Input/Output
In

O

Update

Required/OPtional
R

Delete

Required/Optional
n/a

Input/Output

Table A.3 Site Attributes (Continued)
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@Home's unique key for
referencing a site.

MSO's unique key for
site with which modem
will be associated.

@Home's unique key for
referencing a modem.
Returned from Create
Modem transaction.

mso_site_key

modem_key

Description

site_key

Attribute Name

Customer Provisioning API Interface Requirements , Release 2.0
Last Modified May 28, 1998 9:54 am
As a required input
Þeld for Update,
Delete, and Convert
Modem transactions,
must exist in BOS
database.

When populated,
corresponding site
must exist and be
active in BOS database.

On Create Modem,
supplied site_key
must exist in BOS
database for this
MSO.

Validations
Performed

This value is output from
Create Modem transactions.
Use for subsequent Update/
Delete/Convert Modem
transactions. Modem Update
outputs a new modem_key
(capture and use in subsequent operations on that
modem record).

Required if MSO cannot provide site_key for Create
Modem transaction.

This value is output from
Create Site transactions, for
site with which this modem
will be associated. Supply
with Create Modem transactions.

Notes on Usage

NUMBER(12)

NUMBER(15)

NUMBER(12)

Datatype

Input/Output
Out

In

In

R

O

Input/Output
In/
Out

n/a

n/a

Input/Output
In

n/a

n/a

Input/Output
In

n/a

n/a

R

Create

Required/Optional

R

Update

Required/OPtional
R

Delete

Required/Optional

R

Convert

Required/Optional

Table A.4 Modem Attributes
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The name of the manufacturer of the cable data
modem. Table B.3 on
page 69 contains
modem manufacturer
valid values, and the
models for which each is
valid.

Model name of the cable
data modem. Table B.4
on page 70 contains
modem model valid values, and the manufacturers for which each is
valid.

model

MSO's unique key for
this modem.

Description

manufacturer

mso_modem_key

Attribute Name

DRAFT
Validated at DB level
against list of valid
values

Validated at DB level
against valid values.

Create Modem:
when populated,
@Home will validate
that this modem is
NOT currently active
in its database.
Update, Delete, and
Convert Modem:
when populated,
must exist in BOS
database.

Validations
Performed

Future: required only if associated site access_type is
NOT ÒMDUÓ; for MDU sites,
this value is supplied on Create Site instead of Create
Modem.

Future: required only if associated site access_type is
NOT ÒMDUÓ; for MDU sites,
this value is supplied on Create Site instead of Create
Modem. Note that LAN City
modems have some extra
required Þelds and output
values.

Future: Required if MSO
cannot provide modem_key
for Update, Delete, and Convert Modem transactions.

Notes on Usage

VARCHAR2(20)

VARCHAR2(20)

NUMBER(15)

Datatype

Input/Output
In

In

In

R

R

Input/Output
In

In

In

O

R

Input/Output
n/a

n/a

In

Input/Output
n/a

n/a

In

In

O

Create

Required/Optional

O

Update

Required/OPtional
O

Delete

Required/Optional

O

Convert

Required/Optional
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The cable data modem
manufacturer's serial
number.

The cable modem Media
Access Control address.
Format Ònn:nn:nn:nn:nnÓ.
This number should be
unique across all TCP/IP
network enabled equipment.

Cable data modem's IP
address.

Transmit frequency
assigned to the modem.
Used in some MSO-speciÞc network topologies.

mac_address

cdm_ip_address

tx

Description

serial_number

Attribute Name

Customer Provisioning API Interface Requirements , Release 2.0
Last Modified May 28, 1998 9:54 am
No validation

MAC address must
be unique.

Validated at DB level
against existing
model/manufacturer
entries (no duplicates allowed).

Validations
Performed

LanCity modems only. On
Create Modem, @Home
generates this. To pre-provision a LanCity modem, MSO
must supply IP address to
@Home in a Create Modem
transaction with net_class
ÒV2Ó, then send Convert
Modem transaction when
completing network provisioning.

Required to provision Lan
City. Not required for Motorola. Should be unique across
all TCP/IP enabled equipment.

Notes on Usage

DRAFT

VARCHAR2(10)

VARCHAR2(15)

VARCHAR2(17)

VARCHAR2(20)

Datatype

Update

Required/OPtional

Create

Required/Optional

Input/Output
Out

Out
/In

In

In

O

R

R

Input/Output
Out

n/a

In

In

O

R

R

Delete

Required/Optional

R

Convert

Required/Optional
Input/Output
n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Input/Output
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Receive frequency
assigned to the modem.
Used in some MSO-speciÞc network topologies.

Dot representation of the
modem's broadcast IP
address. Obsolete.

Dot representation of the
modem's default gateway IP address. Obsolete.

Dot representation of the
modem's netmask IP
address. Obsolete.

Reason for suspension
or service disconnect.

Values: ÒV2Ó or NULL

cdm_broadcast_ip_a
ddress

cdm_default_gatewa
y_ip_address

cdm_netmask

reason_code

net_class

Description

rx

Attribute Name

No validation

Validations
Performed

Customer Provisioning API Interface Requirements , Release 2.0
Last Modified May 28, 1998 9:54 am

DRAFT
Use V2 to pre-provision on
Create Modem without provisioning it immediately. Follow
with Convert Modem transaction to provision later. Use
V2 on delete modem, to put
the modem's IP address
back in the ÒPRE-ASSIGNÓ
IP pool.

Future use.

Modem's netmask

Modem's default gateway IP
address

Modem's broadcast IP
address

Notes on Usage

VARCHAR2 (32)

NUMBER(4)

VARCHAR2(15)

VARCHAR2(15)

VARCHAR2(15)

VARCHAR2(10)

Datatype

Create

Required/Optional

Input/Output
In

n/a

Out

Out

Out

Out

O

R

R

R

Input/Output
n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Out

Input/Output
In

In

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

O

O

Update

Required/OPtional
O

Delete

Required/Optional

O

Convert

Required/Optional
n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Input/Output
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Unique key identifying a subscriber,
generated by
@Home as output
from the Create Subscriber function.

MSO's unique key
for this login.

When creating a
login (parent or
child) this Þeld is output from @Home.

mso_login_key

login_key

Unique key generated by MSO for this
subscriber.

mso_subscriber_key

subscriber_key

Description

Attribute Name

DRAFT
Validated at DB
level. For all login
transactions requiring this Þeld, the
login_key must exist.

When populated,
@Home will validate
that this login is not
currently active in its
database.

On Create Login,
must exist in BOS
database for this
MSO.

If supplied, validated at DB level: If
supplied on Create
Login, subscriber
must exist and be
active in BOS DB.

Validations
Performed

Supply for Update/
Delete/Recreate/
Change Login. Also,
supply login_key of
parent to create child
login.

Required if no
login_key supplied.

Required for Create
Login transactions.
Use the key returned
by @Home from the
corresponding Create Subscriber transaction.

If MSO cannot supply subscriber_key,
this Þeld is required
for all Login transactions that normally
require a
subscriber_key.

Notes on
Usage

NUMBER(12)

NUMBER(15)

NUMBER(12)

VARCHAR2(16)

Datatype

Input/Output
I/O

In

In

In

R

O

R

Input/Output
In

In

n/a

In

R

O

Input/Output
In

In

n/a

In

R

O

Input/Output
n/a

In

In

In

n/a

O

R

Input/Output
I/O

In

In

In

R

O

R

O

Create

Required/Optional

O

Update

Required/OPtional

O

Delete

Required/Optional
O

Recreate

Required/Optional

O

Change

Required/Optional
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Reason for suspension or service disconnect.

Last name of person
associated with this
login. Distinct from
subscriber and site
last name Þelds.

First name of person associated with
this login. Distinct
from subscriber and
site last name Þelds.

The subscriber's
requested login
name. Forms Þrst
portion of email
address (before
Ò@Ó). Valid values
are A-Za-z0-9.

login_last_name

login_Þrst_name

login

Description

reason_code

Attribute Name

Customer Provisioning API Interface Requirements , Release 2.0
Last Modified May 28, 1998 9:54 am
'Valid characters
checked by parser.
DB level validations
on Create and
Change: must not
exist as active in
BOS DB for any
MSO.

No

No

No

Validations
Performed

On create login, if
login already exists,
CSR can enter sufÞx of Ò?Ó. BOS will
the requested login
with a number to create new login.

Can use to create
email alias

Can use to create
email alias

Future use.

Notes on
Usage

VARCHAR2(32)

VARCHAR2(32)

VARCHAR2(32)

NUMBER(4)

Datatype

Input/Output
In

In

In

n/a

R

R

Input/Output
n/
a*

In

In

n/a

O

Input/Output
n/a

n/a

n/a

In

Input/Output
In

In

In

n/a

R

R

Input/Output
In

In

In

n/a

O

R

R

Create

Required/Optional

R

Update

Required/OPtional
O

Delete

Required/Optional

R

Recreate

Required/Optional
O

Change

Required/Optional
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The login (email id)
successfully
assigned to the subscriber

The domain name
for the email (string
that comes after
Ò@Ó) on successful
login creation.

assigned_domain

Y = child (multiple
email feature)
N = parent (default)
NULL = parent

Indicates if this login
is subscriber's primary login (parent
login, has change
privileges) or additional child login (no
change privileges)

Description

assigned_login

additional_login

Attribute Name

Validations
Performed

Output from Create,
Recreate and
Change Login

Output from Create,
Recreate and
Change Login transactions

Required for child
login.

Notes on
Usage

VARCHAR2(32)

VARCHAR2(32)

VARCHAR2(1)

Datatype

Update

Required/OPtional

Create

Required/Optional

Input/Output
Out

Out

In

R

R

Input/Output
n/a

n/a

n/a

Input/Output
n/a

n/a

n/a

Input/Output
Out

Out

n/a

R

Input/Output
Out

Out

n/a

R

R

Delete

Required/Optional

R

Recreate

Required/Optional

O

Change

Required/Optional
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Is the password
encrypted? Values
(Y/N).

If ÒNÓ, assumes not
encrypted. @Home
will encrypt and then
store in DB.

Assumes encryption
with Sun Solaris 2.5.

The subscriber's
password.

Description

password_type

password

Attribute Name

Required if password is supplied, as
for create, update,
recreate, or change
login transactions.
Supplying password
information ALWAYS
pushes downstream
to provisioning (else
Change Login does
not initiate network
provisioning.
change).

Validations
Performed

CHAR(1)

If supplied,
password_type is
required. If supplied
on Update Login, will
push to provisioning. Else Update
Login will not affect
provisioning. Use
Change Login to
make other changes
that cascade out to
the network.

Notes on
Usage

In

VARCHAR2(32)

Datatype

Input/Output
R

In

In

Input/Output
O

In

n/a

Input/Output
n/a

In

Create

Required/Optional

Input/Output
R

In

In

Input/Output
R

In

R

Update

Required/OPtional

R

Delete

Required/Optional

O

Recreate

Required/Optional

R

Change

Required/Optional
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For Change Login
transaction, this is
the login name value
to change to. Forms
Þrst part of email
address, before the
Ò@Ó sign. Example,
to change subscriber
login
Òme@home.netÓ to
Òwe@home.netÓ,
submit Change
Login with
change_login Þeld
value of ÒweÓ.

Date to end forwarding email for a disconnect request.

email_forward_disc_
date

change_login

Email forwarding
address. Note: Support for email forwarding for delete
and change login
transactions.

Description

email_forward

Attribute Name

Alphanumeric. Must
not exist as active
login for another
subscriber, for any
MSO.

Date format validated

Network validated to
ensure that it is a
valid email address.

Validations
Performed

Required for change
login. Note: change
login results in network account delete/
recreate, but subscriber's Web space
is preserved.

If not supplied,
defaults to 30 days
after delete login.

Supply at time of
delete or change
login. Cannot supply
later on.

Notes on
Usage

VARCHAR2(32)

DATE

VARCHAR2(128
)

Datatype

Create

Required/Optional

Input/Output
n/a

n/a

In

Input/Output
n/a

n/a

In

Input/Output
n/a

In

In

O

Input/Output
n/a

n/a

n/a

Input/Output
In

n/a

n/a

R

Update

Required/OPtional

O

Delete

Required/Optional

O

Recreate

Required/Optional

O

Change

Required/Optional
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@Home's unique key for
referencing the site to
which this computer is
linked. Used for Create
Computer transactions.

MSO's unique key for this
site.

MSO's unique key for this
computer. Required for
update, delete, convert
computer if cannot supply
computer_key (@Homegenerated value from create).

@Home's unique key for
referencing a computer, for
Update, Delete, and Convert Computer transactions.

mso_site_key

mso_computer_key

computer_key

Description

site_key

Attribute Name

Customer Provisioning API Interface Requirements , Release 2.0
Last Modified May 28, 1998 9:54 am

DRAFT
For all computer
transactions where
this is a required
input Þeld, key must
exist in BOS database and reference
an active computer.

When populated for
Create Computer,
@Home will validate
that this computer is
not currently active
in its database.

When populated,
@Home will validate
that this site is currently active in its
database.

Site must exist in
BOS database.

Validations
Performed

Capture this value from
Create Computer, and supply with all subsequent
transactions for that computer.

Required if MSO cannot
provide computer_key for
Update, Delete, Convert
Computer transactions.

Required if MSO cannot
provide site_key for Create
Computer transactions.

This value is output from
Create Site transactions,
for site associated with this
computer. Supply for Create Computer.

Notes on Usage

NUMBER(12)

NUMBER(15)

NUMBER(15)

VARCHAR2(12)

Datatype

Input/Output
Out

In

In

In

R

O

O

Input/Output
In

In

n/a

R

Input/Output
In

In

n/a

R

Input/Output
In

In

R

O

Create

Required/Optional

O

Update

Required/OPtional
O

Delete

Required/Optional

R

Convert

Required/Optional
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Type of central processing
unit on subscriber's personal computer. Values: Mac 68030 or less - Mac
68040 - Mac PPC - 486/33
or less - 486/50 - 486/66 or
better - Other - Unknown.
No validation

Operating system on subscriber's personal computer.
Values: - Win 3.1 - Win
3.11 (for workgroups) - Win
95 - Win NT - Mac 6.x Mac 7.0 to 7.1.x - Mac 7.5
to 7.5.2 - Mac 7.5.3 or better - UNIX - Other Unknown. No validation.

Total size of subscriber's
hard disk. Values: - <100
Meg - 100-400 Meg - 400700 Meg - 700-1000 Meg > 1 Gig - Unknown

Amount of free space on
the subscriber's hard disk

os

hard_disk_size

available_space

Description

cpu

Attribute Name

Customer Provisioning API Interface Requirements , Release 2.0
Last Modified May 28, 1998 9:54 am

DRAFT
No

No

No

No

Validations
Performed
Notes on Usage

VARCHAR2(15)

VARCHAR2(15)

VARCHAR2(30)

VARCHAR2(20)

Datatype

Update

Required/OPtional

Create

Required/Optional

Input/Output
In

In

In

In

O

O

R

Input/Output
In

In

In

In

O

O

O

O

Delete

Required/Optional

O

Convert

Required/Optional
Input/Output
n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Input/Output
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(Y/N) ßag to indicate
whether or not this computer is @Home compliant

Dot representation of the
IP address for the computer (customer premise
equipment). MSO supplies
when pre-provisioning. To
reserve this IP address
upfront, MSO supplies list
of IP addresses to @Home
as part of MSO setup process.

cpe_ip_address

The name of the sound
card manufacturer. No validation.

sound_card

compliant

Amount of random access
memory in the subscriber's
computer
Values: - 4MB - 8MB 12MB - 16MB - >16MB. No
validation.

Description

ram

Attribute Name

No

No

No

No

Validations
Performed

Normally generated by
@Home; required from
MSO for pre-provisioning.
Use Create Computer with
net_class ÒV2Ó and send
Convert Computer later on
to provision.

Notes on Usage

VARCHAR2(15)

CHAR(1)

VARCHAR2(30)

VARCHAR2(10)

Datatype

Update

Required/OPtional

Create

Required/Optional

Input/Output
Out
/In

In

In

In

R

O

O

Input/Output
n/a

In

In

In

O

O

O

Delete

Required/Optional

O

Convert

Required/Optional
Input/Output
n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Input/Output
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DRAFT

Dot representation of the
modem's broadcast IP
address. Obsolete.

Dot representation of the
modem's default gateway
IP address. Obsolete.

Dot representation of the
modem's netmask IP
address. Obsolete.

Dot representation of the
computer's default gateway IP address.

always directory

cdm_broadcast_ip_a
ddress

cdm_default_gatewa
y_ip_address

cdm_netmask

default_gateway_ip_
address

directory_server_na
me

always mail

Dot representation of the
computer's broadcast IP
address

broadcast_ip_addre
ss

mail_server_name

Computer's DNS name.
Format C<x><random
number>-<a> where <x> is
a MSO identiÞer set by
@Home, and <a> is a letter designator for each
computer. E.g. CT123-B.

Description

cpe_dns_name

Attribute Name

No

Validations
Performed

Output from Create Computer.

Obsolete. This value is
now obtained from Create
Modem.

Obsolete. This value is
now obtained from Create
Modem.

Obsolete. This value is
now obtained from Create
Modem.

Output from Create Computer

Normally output on Create.
To recreate computer,
delete then Create Computer w/same
cpe_dns_name as input.
(No separate Recreate
Computer action).

Notes on Usage

VARCHAR2(15)

VARCHAR2(15)

VARCHAR2(15)

VARCHAR2(15)

VARCHAR2(15)

VARCHAR2(15)

VARCHAR2(15)

VARCHAR2(35)

Datatype

Delete

Required/Optional

Update

Required/OPtional

Create

Required/Optional

Input/Output
Out

Out

Out

Out

Out

Out

Out

Out
/In

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

Convert

Required/Optional
Input/Output

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Input/Output
n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Input/Output
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<head_end>.<state>.hom
e.com

always http://proxy:8080

reason for suspension or
service disconnect. Not
used.

subdomain

web_proxy_server_n
ame

reason_code

Dot representation of the
IP address for the primary
DNS of the customer's
computer (customer
premise equipment)

primary_dns_server
_ip_address

Dot representation of the
IP address for the secondary DNS of the customer's
computer (customer
premise equipment)

always news

news_server_name

sec_dns_server_ip_
address

Dot representation of the
computer's IP address

Description

netmask

Attribute Name

Validations
Performed

Future.

Notes on Usage

DRAFT

NUMBER(4)

VARCHAR2(32)

VARCHAR2(32)

VARCHAR2(15)

VARCHAR2(15)

VARCHAR2(15)

VARCHAR2(15)

Datatype

Update

Required/OPtional

Create

Required/Optional

Input/Output
n/a

Out

Out

Out

Out

Out

Out

R

R

R

R

R

Input/Output
n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Input/Output
In

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

O

Delete

Required/Optional

R

Convert

Required/Optional
n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Input/Output
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Same as for other types except in this case it is returned by the server process on the MSO side to
the client BOS process. Return values are:
0 - success
1 - failure
2 - warning (not used)
3 - informational (not used)
Same as for other types except in this case it is returned by the server process on the MSO side to
the client BOS process. Contains a numeric error code if completion_code is not equal to success.
See Attachment H: Error Messages on page 89 for descriptions.
Same as for other types except in this case it is returned by the server process on the MSO side to
the client BOS process. Contains a text description associated with the error code if
completion_code is not equal to success
A unique id within BOS for this notiÞcation, returned to MSO
Online action requested by the subscriber. Create and delete actions only.
NotiÞcation type: MULTIUSER
@Home's unique key for this subscriber.
MSO's unique key for this subscriber. Only returned if MSO supplied this originally.
@Home's unique key for this login; required to be supplied by the MSO if the same online account
management functions are also provided through the API

error_code

error_reason

notiÞcation_id

action

type

subscriber_key

mso_subscriber_key

login_key

Description

completion_code

Attribute Name

Customer Provisioning API Interface Requirements , Release 2.0
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DRAFT

NUMBER(12)

NUMBER(16)

NUMBER(12)

VARCHAR2(10)

VARCHAR2(10)

NUMBER(12)

NUMBER(12)

NUMBER(12)

NUMBER(1)

Datatype

O

O

O

O

O

O

In

In

In

R

R

R

R

R

R

O

O

R

O

O

O

O

O

O

In

In

In

R

R

R

R

R

R

O

O

R

Delete

Create

Input/Output

Table A.7 NotiÞcation: Multiuser
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The date and time when this notiÞcation record was created or deleted
IdentiÞes the originating person or system for this request. By default it will be @Home.
Last name of person associated with this login
First name of person associated with this login
The child login (email id) successfully assigned to the subscriber account. Note: only child logins
may be created by a direct subscriber-initiated action through the @Home network. Subscriber
must phone CSRs at MSO to request other transactions.

tran_date

request_source_name

last_name

Þrst_name

login

VARCHAR2(32)

VARCHAR2(32)

VARCHAR2(32)

VARCHAR2(32)

DATE

VARCHAR2(32)

Datatype

Input/Output
O

O

O

O

O

O

R

R

R

O

R

R

O

O

O

O

O

O

R

R

R

O

R

R

Create

Required/Optional

Input/Output

NOTE: For NotiÞcation transactions, an Output is from @Home to the MSO server, and an Input is the reply sent by the
MSO server back to @Home.

Name of the MSO to which the subscriber belongs

Description

mso_name

Attribute Name

Delete

Required/Optional

Table A.7 NotiÞcation: Multiuser (Continued)
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Contains success(0), failure(1), warning(2), informational(3)

Contains a numeric failure / warning / informational code if completion_code is not equal to success

Contains a numeric failure / warning / informational code if completion_code is not equal to success

Request action: could be one of create or delete

Request type = MULTIIP

The date and time when this request record was created

A unique id within BOS for this notiÞcation

MSO's unique key for this subscriber if provided during provisioning.

@Home's unique key for referencing a site, to obtain modem info.

MSO's unique key for this subscriber if provided during provisioning.

Name of the MSO that is providing this record

The type of central processing unit inside of the computer (386, 486, etc.)

The name of the operating system that has been installed on the personal computer

Total size of subscriber's hard disk

Amount of free space on the subscriber's hard disk

error_code

error_reason

action

type

tran_date

notiÞcation_id

mso_subscriber_key

site_key

mso_site_key

mso_name

cpu

os

hard_disk_size

available_space

Description

completion_code

Attribute Name

Customer Provisioning API Interface Requirements , Release 2.0
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DRAFT

VARCHAR2(15)

VARCHAR2(15)

VARCHAR2(30)

VARCHAR2(20)

VARCHAR2(32)

NUMBER(15)

NUMBER(12)

NUMBER(16)

NUMBER(12)

DATE

VARCHAR2(10)

VARCHAR2(10)

NUMBER(12)

NUMBER(12)

NUMBER(1)

Datatype

Input/Output
Out

Out

Out

Out

Out

Out

Out

Out

Out

Out

I/O

I/O

In

In

In

O

O

R

O

R

O

R

O

R

R

R

R

O

O

Input/Output
n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Out

Out

Out

Out

Out

Out

I/O

I/O

In

In

In

R

O

R

O

R

R

R

R

O

O

R

Create

Required/Optional
R

Delete

Required/Optional
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Amount of random access memory in the subscriber's computer, could be one of: 4MB, 8MB,
12MB, 16MB, or >16MB

The name of the sound card manufacturer

(Y/N) ßag to indicate whether or not this computer is @Home compliant

Dot representation of the IP address for the computer (customer premise equipment)

DNS name for the computer. Format C<x><random number>-<a> where <x> is a MSO identiÞer
set by @Home, and <a> is a letter designator for each computer. E.g. CT123-B.

Dot representation of the IP address

Dot representation of the IP address

always directory

always mail

Dot representation of the IP address

always news

Dot representation of the IP address for the primary DNS of the customer's computer (customer
premise equipment)

Dot representation of the IP address for the secondary DNS of the customer's computer (customer
premise equipment)

sound_card

compliant

cpe_ip_address

cpe_dns_name

broadcast_ip_addre
ss

default_gateway_ip_
address

directory_server_na
me

mail_server_name

netmask

news_server_name

primary_dns_server
_ip_address

sec_dns_server_ip_
address

Description

ram

Attribute Name
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VARCHAR2(15)

VARCHAR2(15)

VARCHAR2(15)

VARCHAR2(15)

VARCHAR2(15)

VARCHAR2(15)

VARCHAR2(15)

VARCHAR2(15)

VARCHAR2(35)

VARCHAR2(15)

CHAR(1)

VARCHAR2(30)

VARCHAR2(10)

Datatype

Create

Required/Optional
Input/Output
Out

Out

Out

Out

Out

Out

Out

Out

Out

Out

Out

Out

Out

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

O

O

O

Delete

Required/Optional
n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Input/Output

Table A.8 NotiÞcation: Multiip (Continued)
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<head_end>.<state>.home.com

always http://proxy:8080

reason for suspension or service disconnect. Currently the only possible value is 99 for Unknown.

@Home's unique key for referencing a computer, for update and remove transactions.

web_proxy_server_n
ame

reason_code

computer_key

Description

subdomain

Attribute Name

NUMBER(12)

NUMBER(4)

VARCHAR2(32)

VARCHAR2(32)

Datatype

Input/Output
Out

n/a

Out

Out

R

R

Input/Output
Out

Out

n/a

n/a

R

O

Create

Required/Optional
R

Delete

Required/Optional

Table A.8 NotiÞcation: Multiip (Continued)
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Some input Þelds are validated against a list of valid values. Currently not all values are used
or validated.

Table B.1 Completion Code Valid Values

Code

Meaning

0

Success

1

Failure. Check the error code and text.

2

Warning. Not currently used.

3

Informational. Not currently used.

Table B.2 Site Access Type Valid Values

Code

Meaning

CATV

Cable TV

MDU

Multiple Dwelling Unit. Future use. In some cases may make
some other optional Þelds required.

CATV-telephony return
UNKNOWN

Default value

Table B.3 Modem Manufacturers Valid Values

Code

Meaning

MOTOROLA

Valid with CYBERSURFR model only

LAN CITY

Valid with LCB, LCP, LCPT, LCW models only

3COM

Valid with LINKBUILDER model only
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Table B.3 Modem Manufacturers Valid Values

Code

Meaning

TERAYON

Valid with TERAPRO model only

COM21

Valid with COMPORT and CP1000 models

OTHER

Table B.4 Modem Model Valid Values

Code

Meaning

LCH

Valid for LAN CITY manufacturer only

LCP

Valid for LAN CITY manufacturer only

LCPT

Valid for LAN CITY manufacturer only

LCB

Valid for LAN CITY manufacturer only

LCW

Valid for LAN CITY manufacturer only

LCE
CABLEMASTR
CYBERSURFR

Valid for MOTOROLA manufacturer only

LINKBUILDER

Valid for 3COM manufacturer only

COMPORT

Valid for COM21 manufacturer only

CP1000

Valid for COM21 manufacturer only

Table B.5 Computer OS Valid Values

Code

Meaning

WIN 3.1
WIN 3.11 (for Workgroups)
WIN 95
WIN NT
MAC 6.X
MAC 9.0 to 7.1.X
MAC 7.5 to 7.5.2
MAC 7.5.3 or better
UNIX
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Table B.5 Computer OS Valid Values

Code

Meaning

OTHER
UNKNOWN

Table B.6 Computer CPU Valid Values

Code

Meaning

MAC 68030 or less
MAC 68040
MAC PPC
486/33/or less
486/50
486/66 or better
OTHER
UNKNOWN

Table B.7 Computer Hard Disk Drive Size Valid Values

Code

Meaning

<100 MEG
100-400 MEG
400-700 MEG
700-1000 MEG
> 1 GIG
UNKNOWN

Table B.8 Apartment Designator Valid Values

Code

Meaning

#

Number

APT

Apartment

FLOOR

Floor
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Table B.8 Apartment Designator Valid Values

Code

Meaning

FLR

Floor

ROOM

Room

SLIP
STE

Suite

SUITE

Suite

UNI

Unit

UNIT

Unit

Table B.9 Street Compass Direction Valid Values

Code

Meaning

E
N
NE
NW
S
SE
SW
W

Table B.10 Street Designator Valid Values

Code

Meaning

AVE

Avenue

BLVD

Boulevard

BND
CIR

Circle

COMMON
CRES

Crescent

CT

Court

DR

Drive
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Table B.10 Street Designator Valid Values

Code
EXPWY

Meaning
Expressway

GRN
HL
LN

Lane

LNDG

Landing

ORCH
OVAL

Oval

PARK
PIKE
PKWY

Parkway

PL

Place

PLZ

Plaza

PT
RD

Road

REAL
ROW

Row

RUN
SQ

Square

ST

Street

TER

Terrace

TPKE

Turnpike

TRL
WALK
WAY

Table B.11 Dwelling Type Valid Values

Code

Meaning

APTS 4-19 UNITS
APTS 20-99 UNITS
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Table B.11 Dwelling Type Valid Values (Continued)

Code

Meaning

APTS 100+ UNITS
BULK MASTER
BULK DWELLING
COML/PROF BUS
COML MASTER
CONDO/TOWNHOUSE
DUPLEX/TRIPLEX
EDUCATION FACTY
GOVERNMENT
HOTEL
HOSPITAL
MOBILE HOME
MULTI DWELLING UNIT
NONPROF ORG/BUS
PUBLIC SAFTY
ROOMING HOUSE
SINGLE FAMILY
CORPORATION
FICTITIOUS
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Attachment C: Effects of Actions on
BOS Database and Provisioning

The table on the following page details the results of each Action/Type combination on the
BOS database and whether or not that operation results in provisioning changes.

Table C.1 Transaction Requests and Results
Type
Subscriber

Site

Computer

Action

Key to Use

Notes
subscriber_key returned

Push to Prov

NO

Create

mso_subscriber_key

Update

subscriber_key or
mso_subscriber_key

Delete

subscriber_key or
mso_subscriber_key

Marks all dependent database instances for deletion.

YES

Create

subscriber_key or
mso_subscriber_key

Adds to homes_passed DB.

NO

Update

site_key or
mso_site_key

Changes information in homes-passed DB.

No

Delete

site_key or
mso_site_key

Marks all dependent database entries for deletion. If
network information has changed (as when subscriber moves to a different location or dwelling
on a different network node), you MUST provision
a new site.

YES

Create

site_key or
mso_site_key

Assigns an IP address and returns all server
addresses.

YES, unless
net_class is
V2

Update

computer_key or
mso_computer_key

Makes that computerÕs IP address available for reuse.

NO

Delete

computer_key or
mso_computer_key

Convert

computer_key or
mso_computer_key

NO

YES
Use if this was part of a pre-provision operation and
you want to initiate network provisioning now. See
ÒPre-Provision Customers for Later ConversionÓ on
page 16 for more information.

YES
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Table C.1 Transaction Requests and Results (Continued)
Type
Modem

Login

Action

Key to Use

Notes

Push to Prov

Create

site_key or
mso_site_key

Assigns IP address and frequency if appropriate.

YES, unless
net_class is
V2

Update

modem_key

Causes an internal delete/create transaction within
the BOS database. Any Þeld that is updated will
cause a re-provision of the modem. Be sure to
Use new modem_key from now on

YES

Delete

modem_key

Makes that modemÕs IP address available for re-use.

YES

Convert

modem_key

Use if this was part of a pre-provision operation and
you want to initiate network provisioning now.

YES

Create

subscriber_key

Returns requested login id or creates one if requested
login is already in use. To have BOS create a login,
submit requested login with a Ò?Ó sufÞx.

YES

When creating a child login, populate the
additional_login Þeld and provide login_key of parent
account. The child loginÕs login_key will be returned.
Update

login_key

Only modiÞes Þrst and last name. WIll not change
login name on the network (use Change Login). Only
exception is if a password changes, the password
Þeld is updated and the transaction pushes to provisioning.

YES, if password
changes

Delete

login_key

Removes email account. Can provide email forwarding address. To reuse same login within 30 day aging
period, use Recreate Login. Else use Create.

YES

Recreate

login_key

Creates login that was previously deleted. Cannot
use unless login was previously Deleted. Same
subscriber_key, site_key will be used. Recreate only
for parent login.

YES

Change

login_key

Use if subscriber wants to change login name on the
network. Mail received to old login will be forwarded
to new login for 30 days. After that, the old login entry
is removed (and email will bounce). Internally, this is
two separate transactions, to delete the old login and
create the new one. Use the new login_key in all subsequent transactions.

YES

Multiuser

NotiÞcation

This transaction is sent by @Home to the MSO when
a subscriber adds or deletes a child login using the
@Home Member Services application.

n/a

Multiip

NotiÞcation

This transaction is sent by @Home to the MSO when
a subscriber adds or deletes a computer using the
@Home Member Services application

n/a
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Attachment D: Sample Code

D.1

Sample Client Code
<<Pari: You wanted this removed. An impartial reviewer thought this was useful.>>

/*/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
//
Copyright 1997, Tele-Communications Incorporated
//
All rights reserved.
//
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// Summary:
//
Client test program.
//
// History:
//
Initial code
//
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////*/
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<socketClient.h>
<stdio.h>
<stdlib.h>
<errno.h>
<strings.h>

#define maxRequestSize 2048
#define maxResponseSize 2048
int getRequest(char *request)
{
char *filepath = "aaa.dat";
int rc;
static FILE *fp = 0;
if (fp == 0) {
fp = fopen(filepath, "r");
if (fp == 0) {
printf("Can't open input file\n");
return 0;
}
}
if (fgets(request, maxRequestSize, fp) == NULL)
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return 0;
return (strlen(request));
}
main(int argc, char* argv[])
{
char request[maxRequestSize];
char response[maxResponseSize];
int requestSize;
int responseSize;
int i, j, rc;
int sockfd;
if ((sockfd = clientConnect()) == -1)
{
printf("client: can't connect to server\n");
printf("error code = %d\n", errno);
exit(1);
}
else
printf("client: Connected to server, sockfd = %d\n", sockfd);

while (requestSize = getRequest(request)) {
sleep(5);
printf("request is: %s", request);
rc = sendRequest(&sockfd, request, requestSize, response,
&responseSize, maxResponseSize);
if (rc > 0) {
response[responseSize] = '\0';
printf("Response is %s\n", response);
continue;
}
if (rc == -1) {
printf("Connection is broken\n");
break;
}
if (rc == -2) {
printf("Response is too long: %d\n", responseSize);
continue;
}
if (rc == -3) {
printf("Client timed out\n");
break;
}
}
clientDisconnect(sockfd);
printf("Client is done\n");
return 0;
}
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D.2

Sample Server Code

/*/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
//
Copyright 1997, Tele-Communications Incorporated
//
All rights reserved.
//
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
//
Summary:
//
Server test program.
//
//
History:
//
Initial code
//
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////*/
#include
#include
#include
#include

<socketServer.h>
<errno.h>
<stdlib.h>
<strings.h>

#define maxRequestSize 2048
#define maxResposeSize 2048
/* This function is called when new connection is created */
static void handleServerConn(void *par)
{
int sockfd = *((int *) par);
char msg[maxRequestSize];
int rc;
int size;
char response[maxResposeSize];
int responseSize;
printf("
New child is started\n");
/* Initialize DB ...
*/
/*
....
*/
for (;;) {
/************************************************/
/*
get a request
*/
/************************************************/
rc = getRequest(sockfd, msg, &size, maxRequestSize);
if (rc == -1) {
printf("server: connection is closed by client\n");
break;
}
if (rc == -3) {
printf("server: timed out\n");
break;
}
/********************************************/
/* log & process request,
*/
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/* construct response and log it
*/
/********************************************/
sleep(5); /* Process request here */
if (rc == -2) {
printf("server: request is too long: %d\n", size);
strcpy(response, "completion_code=1|error_code=123|error_reason=message is two
long");
}
else {
msg[size] = '\0';
printf("request : %s", msg);
/* Construct response here. We just put some junk */
strcpy(response, "|completion_code=1|error_code=20004|error_reason=junk command|cdm_ip_address=10.234.653.|");
}
responseSize= strlen(response);
/* Log response here */
printf("response : %s\n", response);
/*******************************************/
/* send response
*/
/*******************************************/
rc = sendResponse(sockfd, response, responseSize);
if (rc == -1 || rc == -3) {
printf("server: connection is closed by client\n");
/* Roll back all changes associated with the last request */
break;
}
}
/* Clean up. Close DB, close all opened files, release resources ... */
printf("Child exited\n");
}
/* the first parameter is the server port number */
main(int argc, char* argv[])
{
int serverPort;
serverPort = atoi(argv[1]);
serverListen(serverPort, handleServerConn);
}
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Attachment E: List 0f Source and
Sample Code Files

@Home provides the following Þles to MSOs for use in developing API 2.0 applications.
Table E.1 Source and Sample Code Files

Type
Delivered to MSO

Possibly delivered to MSO

Filename

Description

libSocketClientServer.a

(Contains result of compiling socketClient.c, socketServer.c, and socketUtils.c.) Delivered for Sun platforms. Link this to your compiled client and server
code.

socketClient.h

Header Þle for @Home client code. Include this in
your client source code.

socketServer.h

Header Þle for @Home server code. Include this in
your server source code.

socketClient.c

Source Þle for @Home client code.

socketServer.c

Source Þle for @Home server code.

socketUtils.h

Header Þle for low-level TCP/IP interface for communicating through a socket

socketUtils.c

Source code for low-level TIP/IP interface for communicating through a socket. Contains functions
used in socketClient.c and socketServer.c.
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Table E.1 Source and Sample Code Files

Type

Filename

not delivered to
MSO

E.1

Description

client.o

Compiled client code. Source code for this is shown
in ÒSample Client CodeÓ on page 77.

mso_client

Executable client program created from client.o and
libSocketClientServer.a

mso_server

Executable server program created from server.o
and libSocketClientServer.a

server.o

Compiled server code. Source code for this is shown
in ÒSample Server CodeÓ on page 79.

mklib

UNIX makeÞle for creating the library libSocketClientServer.ae

Compiling and Linking
These examples illustrate steps to compile and link using Þles provided by @Home. However,
MSOs do not have to use any of the @Home-provided Þles.

E.1.1

Using @Home Header Files

This example shows how to create client and server applications called myClient and myServer, using @Home-provided Þles.
Files needed are:
¥ socketClient.h
¥ socketServer.h
¥ libSocketClientServer.a
1. Create client source code Þle called myClient.c
a. Include the client header Þle with the line
#include <socketClient.h>

b. Compile to produce myClient.o
c. Link myClient.o and libSocketClientServer.a to produce executable client program.
2. Create server source code Þle called myServer.c
a. Include the server header Þle with the line
#include <socketServer.h>

b. Compile to produce myServer.o
c. Link myServer.o to libSocketClientServer.a to produce executable server program.

E.1.2

Using @Home Socket Utilities

This example shows how to create client and server applications called myClient and myServer, using only the @Home-provided socket utilities.
Files needed are:
¥ socketUtils.c
¥ socketUtils.h
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1. Include the socket utilities in both client and server source code Þles myClient.c and
myServer.c with the line
#include <socketUtils.h>
2. Compile myClient.c, myServer.c, and socketUtils.c to produce myClient.o,
myServer.o, and socketUtils.o respectively.
3. Link myClient.o and socketUtils.o to produce executable client program.
4. Link myServer.o and socketUtils.o to produce executable server program.
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Attachment F: Pre-Provision
Reserve Value File Formats

MSOs who have existing customers with prior cable Internet accounts on another Internet providerÕs network, may wish to pre-provision these existing customers with @Home upon establishing a business partnership with @Home. They can request that their customers be allowed
to retain their current login and IP address information when they switch, by submitting their
reserve data to @Home in the following Þle formats. <<Rat to provide information>>

Table F.1 File Format for Reserved Modem IP Addresses
Name

Position

Description

Table F.2 File Format for Reserved Computer IP Addresses
Name

Position

Description

Table F.3 File Format for Reserved Logins
Name

Position

Description
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File Format

Submit a separate Þle for each head end.
The node combine plan Þle consists of one row with head end information followed by one or
more rows of details for that head end. Values are separated by the Ò~Ó character.
Line 1 format is:
<CABLE_OPERATOR>~<HEAD_END>~<RDC>~<WAREHOUSE>
For example, if:
¥ Cable operator = ÒCABLEVISION NORWALK1Ó
¥ Head end = ÒNORWALK1Ó
¥ Regional Data Center = ÒRDC1.NORWALK1.HOME.COMÓ
¥ Warehouse = ÒXXX-NORWALK1Ó
the Þrst line of the node combine plan Þle will be as follows:
CABLEVISION~NORWALK1~NORWALK1~RDC1.NORWALK1.HOME.COM~XXX-NORWALK1
Format of lines 2-n is:
<HEAD_END>~<LASER_GROUP>~<NODE>~<IP_POOL>
To continue with the same example from Row #1, assume that:
¥ The sample head end (ÒNORWALK1Ó) above contains two laser groups called
ÒNORWALK1-1Ó and ÒNORWALK2-1Ó
¥ The Þrst laser group ÒNORWALK1-1Ó has two nodes, ÒNODE-1Ó and ÒNODE-2Ó
¥ The second laser group ÒNORWALK2-1Ó also has two nodes, ÒNODE-1Ó and ÒNODE-2Ó
¥ The IP pools for all of these nodes is ÒNORWALK1-AÓ
Then, lines 2-n will be as follows:
NORWALK1~NORWALK1-1~NODE-1~NORWALK1-A
NORWALK1~NORWALK1-1~NODE-2~NORWALK1-A
NORWALK1~NORWALK2-1~NODE-1~NORWALK1-A
NORWALK1~NORWALK2-1~NODE-2~NORWALK2-A
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Attachment H: Error Messages

The error descriptions in this section are also distributed as a spreadsheet Þle. The spreadsheet may be updated more frequently than this document.
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Error Reason

Generic error (note in
message)

Invalid head end name

Invalid node group name
for head end. Obsolete.

Invalid oe node name for
head end

Invalid coax segment
name for oe node and
head end

bos_subsite record not
found

users record not found

bos_ request record not
found

Error
Code

-20000

-20001

-20002

Customer Provisioning API Interface Requirements , Release 2.0
Last Modified May 28, 1998 9:20 am

-20003

-20004

-20005

DRAFT

-20006

-20007

One of the lookup keys was invalid.

No match on subscriber_key or
mso_subscriber_key

No match on site_key or mso_site_key

Check that this coax segment is valid for the
speciÞed oe node and head end; if so, supply
information to @Home Þrst, then try transaction again.

Check that this oe node is valid for your network and that it is associated with the head
end speciÞed in the transaction; if so, supply
to @Home Þrst, then try transaction again.

Call IT Operations

Check that this head end is valid for your network; if so, supply to @Home Þrst, then try
transaction again

Action To Take

Table H.1 Errors and Error Reasons

Create Subscriber
X

Update Subscriber
X

Delete Subscriber
X

Create Site
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Update Site
X

X

X

X

X

X

Delete Site
X

X

Create Modem
X

Update Modem
X

Delete Modem
X

Create Computer
X

Update Computer
X

Delete Computer
X

Create Login
X

Update Login
X

Delete Login
X

Change Login
X
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Recreate Login

Convert Computer
Convert Modem
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ext_log record not found

Service name not found
for site

bos_login record not
found for login

Login/email record
already exists

-20013

-20014

-20015

Bad characters in login/
email name

-20010

-20012

bos_computer record not
found for given ip
address

-20009

ext_request record not
found

bos_cdm record not
found for given ip
address

-20008

-20011

Error Reason

Error
Code

DRAFT
Cannot have duplicate login/email name;
CSR should re-submit request with a ? at the
end of the requested login name. BOS will
assign next available number.

No match on login_key or mso_login_key

This error is obsolete. Call IT Operations.

This error is obsolete. Call IT Operations.

Non-alphanumeric characters are not allowed
in login names (cannot use $, &, _, etc.).
Make sure login name only contains a-zA-Z09.

Computer record not found.

Modem record not found.

Action To Take

Create Modem
X

X

Update Modem

Delete Site

Update Site

Create Site

Delete Subscriber

Update Subscriber

Create Subscriber

Table H.1 Errors and Error Reasons (Continued)

Delete Modem
X

Create Login
X

X

Update Login
X

X

Delete Login
X

X

Recreate Login
X

Change Login
X
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Convert Computer
Convert Modem

Delete Computer

Update Computer

Create Computer

Error Reason

Invalid action or type

Bos ip address record
not found for ip address

Bos computer record not
found for ip address

Bos site record not tied
to cable plant

Table %s record not
found for %s = %s

Bos site record already
exists for mso_site_key
and mso_name

Must specify
street_name &
street_number

Bad cdm manufacturer

Lan City modems must
have mac_address

Error
Code

-20016

-20017

-20018

Customer Provisioning API Interface Requirements , Release 2.0
Last Modified May 28, 1998 9:20 am

-20019

-20020

-20021

-20022

DRAFT

-20023

-20024

The Þeld mac_address is required for LanCity
modems.

Only valid cable data modem manufacturer
names are allowed.

These are required Þelds for some transactions

Cannot create a new site record using a
duplicate MSO site key.

This is a runtime DB error. Values for % signs
will vary.

Call IT Operations.

Refers to a computer record.

Refers to a modem or computer record.

Actions are create, update, delete, or (for
some types) convert, recreate, change.
Types are subscriber, site, modem, login,
computer. In request message, action must
come Þrst followed by type.

Action To Take

Create Site
X

X

Create Modem
X

X

Update Modem

Delete Site

Update Site

Delete Subscriber

Update Subscriber

Create Subscriber

Table H.1 Errors and Error Reasons (Continued)

Update Computer
X

Delete Computer
X

Update Login
X
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Change Login

Recreate Login

Convert Computer
Convert Modem
Delete Login

Create Login

Create Computer

Delete Modem

Error Reason

Bad mac_address

Bos computer record
already exists for
mso_computer_key and
mso_name

Bos login record already
exists for mso_login_key
and mso_name

Bos subscriber already
exists

Must specify mso_name

Must specify
mso_subscriber_key /
bos_subscriber_key

Must specify city,
state&post_code

Must specify a head end

Must specify a oe_node

Must specify a
coax_segment

Error
Code

-20025

-20026

-20027

Customer Provisioning API Interface Requirements , Release 2.0
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-20028

-20029

-20030

-20031

DRAFT

-20032

-20033

-20034

Required Þeld for some transactions

Required Þeld for some transactions

Required Þeld for some transactions

These are required Þelds for some transactions

Must supply either a subscriber key or MSO
subscriber key for transactions requiring subscriber key

mso_name is a required Þeld for every transaction

You tried to create a new subscriber using a
duplicate key.

You tried to create a login record using a
duplicate MSO login key. Note that the key,
not the login, must be changed for resubmit.

Cannot create a new computer record using a
duplicate MSO computer key

Mac address not submitted in correct format
of nn:nn:nn:nn:nn

Action To Take

Create Subscriber
X

X

Update Subscriber
X

X

Delete Subscriber
X

X

Create Site
X

X

X

X

X

Update Site
X

Delete Site
X

Create Modem
X

X

X

Update Modem

Table H.1 Errors and Error Reasons (Continued)

Delete Modem
X

Create Computer
X

X

Update Computer
X

Delete Computer
X

Create Login
X

X

Update Login
X

Delete Login
X
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Change Login

Recreate Login

Convert Computer
Convert Modem

Error Reason

Bad subscriber_key

Must specify site_key

Bad site_ key

Must specify
modem_key

Must specify os

Must specify
computer_key

Must specify
login_last_name

Must specify
login_Þrst_name

Must specify login_key

Must specify create_date

Error
Code

-20035

-20036

-20037

-20038

Customer Provisioning API Interface Requirements , Release 2.0
Last Modified May 28, 1998 9:20 am

-20039

-20040

-20041

-20042

DRAFT

-20043

-20044

create_date is a required Þeld for all transactions.

login_key is a required Þeld for some transactions. Specify or use mso_login_key.

login_Þrst_name is a required Þeld for some
transactions. Specify.

login_last_name is a required Þeld for some
transactions. Specify.

computer_key is a required Þeld for some
transactions. Specify this or use
mso_computer_key.

os is a required Þeld. Specify even if it is
ÒunknownÓ.

Specify either modem_key or
mso_modem_key for transactions requiring a
modem key.

No match in BOS database on the site key
used.

BOS expects either a site_key or an
mso_site_key for some transactions. Use one
of these two Þelds.

Subscriber key not found in BOS database.

Action To Take

Create Subscriber
X

Update Subscriber
X

X

Delete Subscriber
X

X

Create Site
X

Update Site
X

X

Delete Site
X

X

Create Modem
X

X

X

X

X

Update Modem

Table H.1 Errors and Error Reasons (Continued)

Delete Modem
X

Create Computer
X

X

X

Update Computer
X

X

Delete Computer
X

X

Create Login
X

X

X

X

X

X

Update Login
X

Delete Login
X

X

Recreate Login
X

Change Login
X
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Convert Computer
Convert Modem

Error Reason

Bos modem record
already exists for
mso_modem_key and
mso_name

Must specify manufacturer, model and serial
number

Must specify
mso_subscriber_key

Error in UPDATE <transaction>. Ended up processing <number of rows
processed>

Error in dynamic update.
SQL statement used is
<statement>

Child login exists !!.
Deletion aborted !!

Error in child login creation. Error # : <error
number>; Error rason :
<error reason>

Error
Code

-20045

-20046

-20047

Customer Provisioning API Interface Requirements , Release 2.0
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-20048

-20049

-20050

DRAFT

-20051

<error number> and <error reason> will be
run time error values.

Cannot delete a parent login with active child
logins. Delete all child logins Þrst, then delete
parent login.

<statement> will be whatever SQL statement
was attempted.

<transaction> will be whatever transaction
type was attempted.

This Þeld is always required input value for
Create Subscriber transactions.

Required Þelds for some transactions.

Cannot create new modem record using
duplicate mso_modem_key. May apply to
some other modem transactions also.

Action To Take

Create Subscriber
X

Update Subscriber
X

X

Update Site
X

X

Create Modem
X

X

X

X

Update Modem

Delete Site

Create Site

Delete Subscriber

Table H.1 Errors and Error Reasons (Continued)

Update Computer
X

X

Create Login
X

Update Login
X

X

Delete Login
X
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Change Login

Recreate Login

Convert Computer
Convert Modem

Delete Computer

Create Computer

Delete Modem

Error Reason

Error in child login deletion. Error # : <error
number>; Error rason :
<error reason>

Modem with serial number: <serial#> is already
assigned to <site_key>

Modem with
mac_address:
<mac_address> is
already assigned to
<site_key>

The modem can not be
converted because of
invalid status

The computer can not be
converted because of
invalid status

The subscriber's
oe_node <oe_node> is
not serviceable

The subscriber's Þrst
name and last name are
required Þelds

Invalid Reuse of Login

Error
Code

-20052

-20053

-20054

Customer Provisioning API Interface Requirements , Release 2.0
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-20055

-20056

-20057

DRAFT

-20058

-20059

Login might still be in its aging period.

These Þelds are required for some transactions.

Call IT Operations.

Cannot convert computer unless that computer's record was originally created as a preprovision (net_class V2).

Cannot convert modem unless that modem's
record was originally created as a pre-provision (net_class V2).

Cannot assign duplicate mac addresses.

Cannot assign duplicate modem serial numbers. The same modem cannot be simultaneously active at more than one site.

<error number> and <error reason> will be
run time error values.

Action To Take

Create Subscriber
X

Create Site
X

Update Modem

Create Modem

Delete Site

Update Site

Delete Subscriber

Update Subscriber

Table H.1 Errors and Error Reasons (Continued)

Create Computer
X

X

Delete Login
X

Convert Modem
X

Convert Computer
X

Recreate Login
X
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Change Login
Update Login
Create Login

Delete Computer

Update Computer

Delete Modem

Error Reason

Invalid Transaction

bos_login record already
deleted

Could not update
bos_login record

Login does not belong to
this MSO

Insert your error codes
above this line

Error in request. A value
of Òpassword_type=nÓ
implies the request contains a password that is
to be encrypted; but the
request sent does not
contain any password.

Unexpected database
error while processing
the request. Oracle error
is <Oracle error>

Error
Code

-20060

-20061

-20062

-20063

Customer Provisioning API Interface Requirements , Release 2.0
Last Modified May 28, 1998 9:20 am

******

-20989

-20990

DRAFT
<Oracle error> will be the database error
encountered at run time.

For some Login transactions, if the Þeld
password_type is included, the password
Þeld is required.

Logins are unique across all MSOs. Login
exists but belongs to a subscriber on another
MSO network.

Possibly this modem record was already
deleted.

Attempted to delete a login that was already
deleted.

Your action and type are valid but the combination is not.

Action To Take

Create Subscriber
X

Update Subscriber
X

Delete Subscriber
X

Create Site
X

Update Site
X

Delete Site
X

Create Modem
X

X

Update Modem

Table H.1 Errors and Error Reasons (Continued)

Delete Modem
X

Create Computer
X

Update Computer
X

Delete Computer
X

Create Login
X

X

Update Login
X

X

X

Delete Login
X

X

X

X

X

Convert Modem
X

Convert Computer
X

Recreate Login
X

X

Change Login
X

X

X

X

X
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Null or invalid BOS/MSO
(subscriber/site/computer/modem/login) key.
Please check the key
and try again

Failure to process the
request. Error is <Oracle
error>. Please contact IT
Ops.

Error in request. Please
check the request string.

-20994

-20995

-20996

One or more of the
required output Þelds are
null. Please contact IT
Ops.

-20992

BOS database connection / object grant / object
synonym problem.
Please contact BOS.

Error in request; a value
sent is longer than the
maximum allowed.
Please check the
request string.

-20991

-20993

Error Reason

Error
Code

DRAFT
Check your syntax and order.

<Oracle error> will be the error encountered
at run time. Error detected by server process.
Call IT Operations.

One or more of the keys are not valid or not
supplied.

Call IT Operations.

Call IT Operations.

Check values submitted against these Þeld
deÞnitions to be sure that none exceeds the
maximum length.

Action To Take

Create Subscriber
X

X

X

X

X

X

Update Subscriber
X

X

X

X

X

X

Delete Subscriber
X

X

X

X

X

X

Create Site
X

X

X

X

X

X

Update Site
X

X

X

X

X

X

Delete Site
X

X

X

X

X

X

Create Modem
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Update Modem

Table H.1 Errors and Error Reasons (Continued)

Delete Modem
X

X

X

X

X

X

Create Computer
X

X

X

X

X

X

Update Computer
X

X

X

X

X

X

Delete Computer
X

X

X

X

X

X

Create Login
X

X

X

X

X

X

Update Login
X

X

X

X

X

X

Delete Login
X

X

X

X

X

X

Convert Modem
X

X

X

X

X

X

Convert Computer
X

X

X

X

X

X

Recreate Login
X

X

X

X

X

X

Change Login
X

X

X

X

X

X
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Error Reason

Unexpected failure. Reason is <actual error>.

Unknown failure.
Request string may be
wrong. Check it. If the
problem still exists contact BOS

Unknown failure (sp_router). Please contact BOS.

Error
Code

-20997

-20998

-20999

Customer Provisioning API Interface Requirements , Release 2.0
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Contact IT Operations.

If you cannot identify the problem in your
request string, contact IT Operations.

<actual error> will be error encountered at
run time. For database-level errors that do
not fall into some other category.

Action To Take

Create Subscriber
X

X

X

Update Subscriber
X

X

X

Delete Subscriber
X

X

X

Create Site
X

X

X

Update Site
X

X

X

Delete Site
X

X

X

Create Modem
X

X

X

X

X

X

Update Modem

Table H.1 Errors and Error Reasons (Continued)

Delete Modem
X

X

X

Create Computer
X

X

X

Update Computer
X

X

X

Delete Computer
X

X

X

Create Login
X

X

X

Update Login
X

X

X

Delete Login
X

X

X

Convert Modem
X

X

X

Convert Computer
X

X

X

Recreate Login
X

X

X

Change Login
X

X

X
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